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Tree health, environmental protection, and new
product registrations aren't the only discussion topics
featured at Mauget tree care seminars.
Each Mauget seminar includes time to answer
your questions. Your concerns about the environment, diseases, insects, nutrition, pruning, spraying,
wounding, and procuct performance are important.
Mauget seminars provide the most practical and

most useful information for you to use in your business. Learn about the re-introduction of Fungisol®
debacarb fungicide. Mauget micro injection utilizes a
closed system to protect the environment.
Annual seminars are open to all Green Industry
firms -- owners, managers and applicators.
Call your Mauget distributor about a seminar in
your area. Current dates and locations are below:

Micro Injection Training Seminars
Tree Injection Products Co.
Knoxville, TN 37917
KY, TN, N. AL, N. GA, MS. AIR
(615) 521-6055 FAX
(615) 522-0533
Jan 27, Memphis, TN
Jan 28, Fayetteville, AR
Feb 18, Nashville, TN
Feb 22, Louisville, KY
Mar 8, Atlanta, GA
Mar 9, Montgomery, AL
Apr 8, Gatlinburg, TN
Jun 17, Gulf Shores, AL
Enfield's Tree Service
Elkhorn, NE 68022
ND, Eastern SD. NE, MN, CO,
Western IA. MO , KS, OK, WY
(402) 289-0804 FAX
(402) 289-3248
(800) 747-8733
Feb 11, Oklahoma City, OK
Feb 25, Denver, CO
Mar 11, Elkhorn, NE
Mar 18, Kansas City, MO
Apr 1, Bloomington, MN
Releaf Tree Consultants Inc
Nineveh, IN 46164
Indiana
(317) 933-9351
Feb 15, Indianapolis, IN

Target Specialty Products
Cerritos, CA 90701
California
(800) 827-4389
Feb 17, Visalia, CA

D.H.D. Systems Inc.
New Berlin, WI 53151
Wisconsin
(414) 784-3556
Feb 25, Milwaukee, WI

Guardian Tree Experts
Rockville, MD 20852
MD. VA. DC
(301) 881-9063 FAX
(301) 881-8550
Feb 22, Gaithersburg, MD

Pruett Tree Service
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Oregon. Washington
(503) 635-1524 FAX
(503) 635-3916
(800) 635-4294
Mar 3, Portland, OR

Mid West Arborist Supplies
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
Michigan
(616) 364-7616
(800) 423-3789
(Michigan Only)
Feb 24, Novi, Ml
Warne Chemical Co.
Rapid City, SD 57702
Western SD, Wyoming
(605) 342-6990 FAX
(605) 342-7644
(800) 658-5457
Feb 24, Rapid City, SD
Mar 8, Wyoming

Arbor Care
New Fairfield, CT 06812
CT, West Chester County
(203) 746-0776
Mar 7, Syracuse, NY
Mar 8, Albany, NY
Mar 9, Waterbury, CT
Mar 10, Armonk, NY
Northeastern Associates
Fairfield, NJ 07004
New Jersey
(201) 227-0865 FAX
(201) 227-0359
Mar 9, Totowa, NJ

Prof. Tree Care & Injection
Winter Park, FL 32792
Central & South Florida
(407) 647-3556 FAX
(407) 647-3335
(800) 356-4351 (Florida Only)
Apr 11, Cocoa, FL
Apr 12, Fort Pierce, FL
Apr 13, West Palm Beach, FL
Apr 14, Fort Lauderdale, FL
Apr 15, Miami, FL
Apr 18, Naples, FL
Apr 19, Fort Myers, FL
Apr 20, Sarasota, FL
Apr 21, Clearwater, FL
Apr 26, Palatka, FL
Apr 27, Port Orange, FL
Apr 28, Sebring, FL
Apr 29, Orlando, FL

New England Arborware
Norwood, MA 02062
MA, RI, VT, NH
(617) 255-0255 FAX
(617) 769-0077
(800) 242-9660
Mar 14, Norwood, MA

s,9?)./rees

J. J. Mauget Company
2810 N. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90065
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.Accountability has a new meaning for arborists.

Tree Care Industry
.

You have always been accountable for your actions morally,
legally, professionally and otherwise. Employers and employees
are 100% accountable for workplace safety. Yet in this industry,
the "It's not going to happen to me syndrome is still present.
-

-.5

In California several years ago an untrained tree worker was
electrocuted. Company owners were prosecuted for failing to provide training. Now the likelihood of such an outcome is far greater.
On January 3 1, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration published the long-awaited vertical standard for the electric
utility industry: Section 19 10.269. Much of this standard is devoted to tree trimming operations.

If you certify that
training has been
provided and it has
not, in the eyes of a
compliance officer,
you pay the penalty.

While this standard targets line clearance, those of you who
are primarily in residential/commercial tree care are included. If
you had an incident as a result of an electrical contact while working on Mrs. Smith's tree, you would be covered.
The regulation says: "Employees shall be trained in and familiar with the safety-related work practices, safety procedures and
other safety requirements .....that pertain to their respective job
assignments." The standard also states that "...the employe shall
certify that each employee has received the training required."
"Shall" means that you must certify. If you certify that training
has been provided and it has not, in the eyes of a compliance officer, you pay the penalty. You must also be certain that
employees' performance and work habits meet training standards.
You can't use someone else's certification. You are still the
master of your own destiny under this regulation, but it is virtually impossible to pass the buck.
Those who do not have documented safety training programs
had better get such a program in place. The regulation says you
have one year to do it. The NAA has such programs available.
Safety training should be part of your company's way of life.
Aside from the moral and legal issues, safety is a profit center.
More on that another time. Meanwhile, your conscience in Washington just laid another one on business.

Robert Felix, Publisher
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12" DIAMETER CAPACITY

MODEL 250
9" DIAMETER CAPACITY

• The tree man's tree and brush chipper
• No dead spot
• Virtually no hangups

MODEL 90
• The economical chipper for brush
• Powerful feed system
• Compact and easy to pull

;:.
now

W-

ti

6" DIAMETER CAPACITY
MODEL 60
• Non-plugging feed wheels
•12"x6" infeed opening

14" & 19" DIAMETER CAPACITY

MODELS 1400 & 1900
SELF-PROPELLED CHIPPERS
• The way to clear land, including right-of-ways
• Ideal for chipping powerline regrowth
• Available as towable or self-propelled

MODELS 1290 & 1690

DRUM CHIPPERS
• Simply the best on the market - Ask those
who own a Bandit Drum Chipper
• Easy to change heavy-duty pillow block
bearings
• Access doors that make the Bandit easy to
service and maintain

QUALITY & INNOVATION KEEP
BANDIT CHIPPERS A STEP AHEAD!
LET US SHOW YOU A BANDIT CHIPPER.
GIVE US A CALL OR WRITE US AT:

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, MI 49340
PHONE: (517) 561-2270 • FAX: (517) 561-2273
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Weed Control
That's Friendly To Trees
By Peter Gerstenberger
Most property owners today are demanding low maintenance landscapes.
Hand weeding, while still a viable option
in some instances, is largly shunned as
being either too slow or tDo labor-intensive. Indiscriminate use of chemical
controls is receiving increased public
scrutiny. It is no wonder, then, that the
tree and landscape service provider may
question what is the most effective way
to control weeds in lawns and tree/shrub/
flower beds.
Herbicides are accepted by some, and
despised by others. The fact is that they
can be beneficial when applied correctly
and get rid of weeds or unwanted plant
growth without injuring ornamental plants
or food crops.
Most herbicides used around residential/commercial grounds or ornamental
plantings are called "selective herbicides." A good example of a selective
herbicide is one that kills the broadleaf
weeds such as dandelion and plantain in
a lawn but does not visibly harm the
grasses. Selective herbicide formulations
are extremely useful and effective so long
as they do not come in contact with the
root systems of ornamentals, or drift onto
susceptible plants. Even selective herbicides cannot distinguish the desirable
oaks, maples, roses, etc., from the undesirable weeds.
Herbicides are further classified as preemergence or post-emergence, depending
on their mode of action. A pre-emergence
chemical kills the weeds as they germinate by disrupting the plant's

physiological processes. It will not control existing weeds. A post-emergence
chemical acts only on growing weed
plants and is usually more effective on a
plant that is young and growing rapidly.
Lawn maintenance companies have traditionally relied heavily on chemicals to
control lawn weeds, but that may be
changing. Research at the Davey Institute,
the research arm of the Davey Tree Expert Company, has shown that cultural
practices can help reduce the need for her bicides for weed control.
In testing a variety of fertilizers to determine their overall performance in weed
suppression, Davey researchers found that
standard liquid fertilizer and certain natural and synthetic organics were most
effective. "Traditional lawn fertilizers formulated with inorganic and synthetic
organic products maintained more uniform turf quality than other treatments,"
says Roger C. Funk, Ph.D., vice president
of human and technical resources at
Davey.
Another study showed that a higher
mowing height suppressed weed growth
more effectively than a lower mowing
height. Funk says that the 2-1/2-inch
mowing height in the study produced a
darker green, dense turf that suppressed
weeds up to 70% more than a 1-1/2-inch
mowing height.
A mixture of Kentucky bluegrass and
fine fescue, grasses typically found in
lawns of the northeastern and midwestern
United States, was selected for testing.
The nutrients used in the tests were pesticide-free and included inorganic products,
natural and synthetic organics, bio-stimuTREE CARE INDUSTRY - MARCH 1994

lants (such as humic acid and kelp) and
microorganisms.

Herbicides still valuable
Still, herbicides remain a valuable tool
in caring for lawns. The most common,
most widely used and perhaps oldest herbicide used for lawn weeds is 2,4-D. It is
called a systemic herbicide because it is
carried within the target plant.
If 2,4-D contacts ornamentals, the mature leaves may twist or curl slightly but
they will not usually be severely damaged. The greatest damage occurs to the
young leaves and the terminal buds. If
higher doses of 2,4-D are applied, most
herbaceous plants such as shade trees and
shrubs will produce excessively deformed
leaves and some branches will be killed.
Most perennials will survive and put out
normal leaves later the same growing season or the next year.
The chemical 2,4-D is active in extremely minute quantities. It is quite
common for a 5-to-10-rnile-an-hour
breeze to carry enough spray drift to injure susceptible ornamentals and
vegetables for a considerable distance. A
minute quantity left in the sprayer may
be enough to injure a treated plant. Fertilizers and mulches stored near 2,4-D
may absorb enough herbicide vapor to
damage ornamentals when the materials
are used on them.
The ester form of 2,4-D is highly volatile and its vapors may injure nearby
ornamentals even if applied on a calm day
with little or no breeze. Fortunately this
form of 2,4-D is not so widely used as it

was some years ago, having been replaced
largely by the acid or amine formulations.
Formulations of 2.4-D are often applied
to lawns where tree roots are present in
the soil. If the roots pick up the chemical.
the leaves on the side of the tree where
the chemical was applied will curl and
twist. Maple. pin oak, forsythia and magnolia will have a marked curling of leaves.
but no permanent damage usually occurs.
London plane is more severely affected.
Large fissures or cankers may appear on
the main trunk and branches, again most
severely on the side where the chemical
contacted the roots. Once these large
strips of ruptured bark appear, insects
such as the plum borer will lay eggs in
the ruptured bark. Insects can cause seere secondary damage.
Another selective, post-emergence herbicide. dicamba, can be found in
"weed-and-feed" combinations popular
with homeowners and often containing
2.4-D. The combination is excellent for
large lawn areas where it fertilizes the
grass at the same time that it is getting
rid of most of the weeds. However, the
combination can cause extensive problems when it is unintentionally applied
too close to trees and shrubs. The combination causes grotesque curling, twisting.
cupping and upturning of the leaf edges.
Among the deciduous trees and shrubs
most commonly injured are oak, maple.
willow, magnolia, dogwood. birch. London plane. lilac and forsythia.
When applying herbicide around sensitive trees and landscaped areas,
professionals prefer using a timely application of pre-emergence chemical before
weed seeds germinate.
According to Greg Richards. chemical
products manager at LESCO. many factors are involved in choosing a
pre-emergence product. Some of the most
significant are the spectrum of weeds you
must control, the ornamental species
present and their herbicide tolerance, your
budget and use restrictions on the chemicals. Identifying weeds and timing the
treatments are critical to the success of a
pre-emergence herbicide program.
Annual flowers and vegetable plants
niav be sensitive to many pre-emergence
products. Therefore, in annual beds, your
weed control arsenal may consist of the
use of mulches and landscape fabric as
well as hand weeding. In an extreme case.
soil can be treated with a chemical fumigant prior to planting. hut fumigants often
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Fabric was put down and covered with mulch on this landscape as a way to control weed
growth.

eliminate useful soil microorganisms.
Most states offer good weed control
guides through their extension offices.
They are usually updated at least annually and many contain information on
non-chemical alternatives. Thomson Publications of Fresno. California. has just
released the revised "Insecticide. Herbicide, Fungicide Quick Guide." The
publication is cross-referenced by the
pesticide and the pests controlled. It sells
for $ 17.50 plus tax. For more information.
call 209-435-2163.
Companies such as LESCO. headquar tered near Cleveland. offer the
professional pesticide applicator considerable technical assistance. The company
produces ornamental use formulations
and distributes an array of pesticide products and application equipment through
a nationwide network of drive-through
service centers. Lawn and landscape care
companies that wish to minimize pesticide inventories appreciate the
drive-through idea. Currently. LESCO
has 105 drive-through centers, with plans
for 30 more by June. For more information on LESCO products and services, call
800-321-5325.

Is it herbicide damage?
An air pollutant or chemical may damage the trees VOLt are paid to care for. What
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MARCH 1994

may be worse, the damage may show up
shortly after you applied some spray or
fertilizer treatment, making it appear to
your client that the treatment was the
cause of injury.
Shade and ornamental trees are as different from each other as you are from the
person next door. One tree can suffer from
exposure to an air pollutant while others
of the same species in the area will stay
healthy. Also, while a low level of cer tain chemicals may not injure a tree, two
of them present at the same time, even at
low concentrations, may cause severe
damage. It is up to you to explain to your
client what symptoms on the tree can be
attributed to air or soil pollution and why
one tree can be affected while another one
whose branches cross and intertwine with
the damaged tree will stay healthy.
Air pollution problems on vegetation
stem from one of four classifications of
pollutant. First and most common is the
large-scale type of pollution episode in
which it is impossible to pinpoint the specific source. This type of pollution results
when weather conditions prevent the pollutants from rising into the upper
atmosphere. Some of the pollutants that
are potentially toxic to plants include
ozone, sulfur dioxide and the peroxyacyl
nitrates, or PANs.
Air pollution can emanate from local
Point sources which can he more readily

identified. If there is a slight breeze, pollution damage may be found in a
fan-shaped pattern on the leeward side of
and up to a few miles from the source. The
damage to trees and other ornamentals
can be seen within a day or two. Common point source pollutants are fluorine,
chlorine and ammonia.
A third type of pollutant comes from a
localized source often on a client's property or adjacent to it. In this category are
wood preservatives that are used on patio
furniture, wood decks, wood fences and
fence posts. The chemicals usually in-

volved are pentachlorophenol or creosote.
The fourth type of air pollutant is any
chemical that is intentionally but incorrectly applied for control of weeds. Some
herbicides volatilize easily or are blown
around in tiny droplets. They may cause
twisted, curled and even killed leaves on
woody plants.
A useful diagnostic text for the arborist
is Herbicide Damage to Trees and Shrubs.
A Pictorial Guide to Symptom Diagnosis, by Dr. Jeffrey Derr and Dr. Bonnie
Lee Appleton. While the text is out of
print, it is still available for $19.95 from
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Barriers and mulches
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The Professionals
Fiberglass Tree-Trimming Poles

Pruner & Pole Combc
Pruning kitsfor the professional.
Kit featured here includes:
Marvin Head with Rope and 6'
Jameson top seclion; Fanno
Pole Saw with 6' Jameson saw
section; and 6' Jameson extension.
Jameson poles available in Hollow Core or Foam Core Fiberglass. Sectional lengths in 6, 8,
10 and 12 feet.

For FREE CATALOG of
our complete selection
of arborist supplies,
call or write today.

Bishop Company
P.O. Box 1370
Whittier, CA 90608
800/421-4833 (F) 310/698-2238

Arborist Supply House, Inc., 800-7499528.
In the 1980s, acid rain received wide
publicity as a potential threat to vegetation and to lakes. Fortunately, research
has not confirmed the worst fears about
the possible effects of acid rain. One of
the few tree species thought to be adversely affected is red spruce growing at
high elevations.
Many of the tree problems we now categorize as "leaf scorch" or "needle burn"
may one day be recognized as being
caused by air pollutant which is today
unrecognized and unnamed. We can't
pigeonhole all unknown leaf problems
into the category of air pollution damage,
but study will probably characterize the
damage done by more pollutants and combinations of pollutants.

WE ACCEPT
VISA
MASTERCARD
DISCOVER
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Weed barriers and mulches provide
some measure of weed control, and may
enhance growth of desirable plants. One
can purchase porous geotextiles, a.k.a.
plastic with holes, specifically designed
for landscape installations. Most tree care
providers have a ready supply of wood
chip mulch they would like to put to good
use. However, when improperly applied.
landscape fabrics and mulches can do
more harm than good.
At one extreme, a layer of black plastic covered with coarse organic or
inorganic mulch can completely suppress
weeds but is dangerous to use around
woody plants because the plastic is nonporous. Research by Dr. Appleton,
associate professor of horticulture and
extension nursery specialist at Virginia
Tech University, shows that it sheds water and doesn't allow air to permeate. In
short, it creates a hostile environment for
tree roots. Similarly, an excessively thick
layer of mulch can prevent gaseous exchange or water movement.
The opposite extreme would be a
highly porous landscape fabric covered by
a thick layer of a fine organic mulch.
Appleton's research showed that a fine
mulch provides an excellent medium for
weed seed germination. A highly porous
plastic will not prevent the young weed
plants from sinking roots. Once rooted.
weeds grow very rapidly and will often
tear the fabric if pulled.
The ideal combination in most cases is
a relatively coarse, 1 -to-4-inch organic or
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1980 INT. 3208CAT Diesel, 5 Sp.. 2 Sp. Real with Hi
Ranger 65' Bucket. Real Nice
42,500
.
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1991 Ford F800, 7.8 Diesel. 6 Spd with Manitex 1 461
Crane, 14 ton, 71 Hook Height, 20,000 miles
$56,900
1987 11 Ton Manitex on Ford F800 Diesel, 71 x40
Jib 111 ' Hook Height .....................$44,500
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Knuckiebooms Unmounted Or
Mounted . ... $4,500 and Up
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1983 INT 5000 6X6 DT
Bucks and Jib

S69,500

1981 Int'l F2554; DT466.
103' Hook Height.

13

Spd.. w'R 0 150-2

15

Ton Crane. 80 Boom

-

1979 Ford Cummins, 230 Diesel with Reach All
100 Bucket
also, 125' Reach All

.
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$69,500
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JCA

Woodchuck Disc Chippers
-
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9 In. & 12 In. Models
Gas or Diesel
Financing Available
with Approved Credit
Used Chippers Available

Rayco Hydra Stumper (new), 175 HP CAT; Under carriage For The Big Land Clearing or Stump
Removal Jobs; w/AC
$122,500
No Air ....................................$119,000
1993 Rental with 350 hrs ...............$99,500

:
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inorganic mulch over a lovi porosity
geotextile. On slopes, a rougher fabric can
help hold the mulch in place.
Appleton's research noted one particular problem when using a fabric/mulch
combination around trees. When highly
porous fabrics were topped with dense
organic mulches, tree roots tended to grow
up through the fabric into the mulch.
Thus, pulling up the fabric for any reason
will remove fibrous roots and stress the
desirable plants.
Other precautions should be taken.
Keep fabrics evenly covered. Exposed
geotextiles degrade rapidly in sunlight.
Remove or kill any mulch-layer weeds
when they are small. Only apply fabrics
to weed-free ground - treat with a preemergence herbicide if necessary, and do
not use geotextiles around annuals unless
you plan to re-plant in the sam holes each
year.
Weeds are pests, much like an insect
pest or disease we may see on a tree or
shrub. Research has proven that many
insects and diseases are best controlled by
integrating two or more control strategies.
It should not be surprising that weed control is best handled with a similar
integration of tactics, including pulling
them by hand.
TO

Now Fanno Gives
You a ffiv tN
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Model
F1131i
abreeze
7
with our revolutionary TRI-EDGE
design. We've combined
the best--Japanese High
Technology and Fanno
Quality.
• Blade is Japanese manufactured
to our custom specifications
• The 13" razor sharp blade has 6
teeth per inch
Durable, marine
grade laminated
hardwood handle.

Tle Arbortech
Difference
Arbortech quality

• Rust resistant galvanneal
steel
• 3 year "No Rust or Bust"
Warranty
• Polyurethane finish paint
• Abrasion resistant coal
tar epoxy interior

'

L.c

--MEW

Arbortech flexibility

• Professional line of forestry
packages to enhance your
company's image
• Light duty and medium
duty packages; 9' to 16'
• L-boxes, I-boxes
• Numerous

ZA

[inIIIIIIl

Arbortech availability

• Chassis pool units
• Various packages in stock
for quick turnaround
Arbortech value
Call today !

RBORTECH]

3203 West Lincoln Way . Wooster, Ohio 44691

800-255-5715
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"Does this make sense to you?"
Jim

i

0

DULL KNIVES R COSTING
U TIME AND MONEY!
71/4" x 4" x 3/8 "
12" x 3" x 3/8 "
16" x 3" x 3/8 "

Also available: The same high
quality TRI-EDGE for your
polesaw designed to fit on Fanno, Corona or
Snap-cut socket head.
Ti Ed&

P.O. Box 628 Chico, California 95927
(916) 895-1762 • FAX (916) 895-0302
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23.40 ea.
19.95 ea.
24.00 ea.
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ANNO
INTERNATIONAL a service of

FANNO Sfi \\ORRS

-

7 Bonazzoli Ave.
Hudson, MA 01749

In Mass: (508) 568-9292
Fax:
(508) 568-9497
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7 Bonazzoll Ave.
Hulson, MA 01749

BROWN RIGHT=O F=WAY 9601
91/2 Foot Brush
Shredder
The New Brown 91': foot brush
shredder is designed to quickly reclear your right-of-way and is most
effective in light to medium growth
areas. This shredder is ideally suited
for use behind a properly guarded
farm series tractor with dual wheels
for maximum flotation and traction.
Designed for rugged mowing without
excessive weight. Light enough to
be used in rough areas yet heavy
enough to mow your 3 to 4 year
growth.
True Cutting Width: 114" (9/ ft.) • Cutting Height: 1" to 12 • Overall Deck Width: 120" (10 ft.) e Frame Construction: 2X3X'A"
Tube; 3x3x 3/8 " Tube; 4x4x't' Angle, 3/4" & /8 " Steel Plate • Deck: '/4 " Steel Plate • A-Frame: 3x4x .>' Tube with Flex Link Cat.11
Weight: 3,600 lbs. • Blades: 4- 5/8"x6" Heat Treated Alloy • Blade Bar: 1" Solid Plate, 36" Diameter • Drive Shaft: Heavy Duty
135 HP with Heat Treated Tubes, Size 48 • Tail Wheels: 2-600x9 Laminated Tire with Guarded Fork Mount • Divider Gear Box:
270 HP with 1 3/4 " Spline Shafts • Outboard Gear Box: 165 HP with 1 " Input Shafts & 2 /'6" Output Shaft • Slip Clutch: Heavy
Duty 100 HP, 4 Disc Clutch, Fully Enclosed • Horse Power Requirement: 95 to 120 PTO Horse Power • Maximum Material Size:
3" to 4" Material (What Can Be Driven Over)

BROWN
TREE
CUTTER
The Tree
Cutter
Advantages
Available In
Hydraulic Or
Mechanical
Drives
Tremendous
:mee eec; ur.uats-u
a 500 o. Olade bar.
reduces tractor lugging while cutting heavy material.

5 Can cut down and grina toe material in a matter of seconds
saving you time and money.

Blade contact 54 times per second created from 810 RPM
blade bar speed.

6. Proven in all types of terrains (limited only by your tractor).

Cutting diameter up to 8" (depending on model) allowed by
open back cutter deck design.
Can replace your standard grass mower as well as your
chain saw (in most conditions).

* The only TRUE heavy duty mower on the market, with unit
weights of 1,750 lbs. to 2,400 lbs.
* 1 Os of thousands of miles of experience; unmatched in
serviceability, in Right-of-ways across the country.
* Over 3,500 units in operation in all types of industries.

BROWIN
on

CALL TODAY FOR MORE DETAILS
AND FREE BROCHURE.

1-800-633-8909
Please circle 10 on the Reader Service Card

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
ROUTE 3

- OZARK, ALABAMA -

(205) 795-6603

Wildlife and arboriculture
In the November 1993 issue of Tree
Care Industry is an article titled
"Arboriculture & Wildlife," which is one
of the very few I've encountered on ur ban wildlife management. This article is
full of practical and common sense tactics to enhance wildlife diversity in urban
settings while not compromising safety or
good arboriculture. As words like
biodiversity and ecosystem management
become increasingly important to the public, these kinds of practices and
suggestions are more significant.
Thomas Charles. urban forester
Department of Conservation. Maine

Give credit
(The following is an open letter to
Donald F. Blair, a frequent contributor
to Tree Care Industry.)

I know that you want to give credit
where credit is due, and for this reason
I'd like to add a comment regarding your

article in TCI (September 1993) on the
evolution of the safety saddle. Incidentally, Ibelieve I've read all of your articles
in the tree care publications and have
found them very informative; and I always
appreciate the humor expressed.
Getting back to saddles. Mr.
Kuemmerling - Karl - was always keenly
interested in protecting his tree crews,
especially the climbers, who sustained
frequent injuries from falls because the
safety harnesses they individually designed were primitive and inadequate. I'll
tell you the story sometime, if you're interested, how Karl took the many
individual ideas his crews were using (hosun seats, bowlines, etc.) and came up
with the safety saddle that you picture in
your TCI article as the one manufactured
by Bartlett in Detroit. I believe Bartlett
will verify the fact that this was first
known as the Nelson saddle because Karl
first had this saddle made up for his men
when he was a supervisor for the Nelson

Co., the first large line clearing company,
headquartered in Dayton, Ohio.
When Karl left the Nelson Co. and
started his own line company and supply
store, he continued to manufacture this
same saddle as the #1 Kuemmerling
saddle - it is still featured in our 1993
catalog as our #1 saddle.
I'm not trying to take anything away
from the Bartlett Co. They are highly respected competitors of ours. I'm just
trying to set the record straight because
the TCI articles you and others are contributing will be researched by future
generations of tree industry people, and
Mr. Kuemmerling should receive credit
for the great amount of time and effort he
devoted to developing safety products and
procedures. He gave his time generously
to promoting safety among his own employees as well as through numerous
safety committees connected with the
National Arborist Association and smaller
local groups.

I

Safety Storage, inc. 'prefabricated,
relocatable buildings provide a low-cost
solution to safe storage, containment,
mixing, and dispensing of golf course
chemicals and hazardous materials.

Safeguard personnel, avoid the liability
arising from soil and groundwater contamination, meet fire safety needs, and achieve full
compliance with federal, state, and local
regulations.
Building sizes range from 5' to 32' in length
w th capacities up to 320 sq. ft. Standard
features include continuously-welded, heavygauge steel construction, secondary containment sump, removeable fiberglass floor grating,
and chemical resistant coating inside and out.
Select from a full range of options
For complete details, call us toll free at:

1-800-344-6539

Please circle 35 on the Reader Service Card
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.professional hazardous
materials storage solutions

um

SAFETY
STORAGE

TM

SAFETY STORAGE, INC.
2301 Bert Drive
Hollister, CA 95023

1-800-344-6539
Phone: 408-637-5955
Fax: 408-637-7405
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THE EASY!/

National
Arborist Association

Chipper
Use
Safety

&

Compliance with Minimu m
Wa g e and Overtime
Regulations
For Tree Care companies

/
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Take a look at what members have in their business arsenal:
• A Toll-Free Hotline: Tree care answers to your tree care business and technical questions. When you need them.
• Business Management Guidelines: What would you pay for accounting, cost analysis, sales compensation and
human resource guidelines that are already set up for tree care companies?
• Federal Regulation Guidelines: NAA members get the rules spelled out for them exactly as they relate to tree
care companies. No more wading through page after page of government gibberish!
• Safety and Technical Training Materials: There is no other source that offers such comprehensive training
programs at such a reasonable cost.
• Networking with Peers: You could find out how a tree care company similar to yours turned a problem into a
profit center. Maybe you can't call another tree care company in your area with a question, but why not a fellow
NAA member from across the country?
• Better Group Rates on Insurance: NAA searches out the best plans, then negotiates for you and executes
power buys' to keep the cost of insurance under control.
• Better Advertising and Public Relations: An ongoing public awareness program including events such as the
National Arborist Day at Arlington National Cemetary, means that the NAA logo on your advertising and
stationery carries more weight with cautious homeowners and businesses. Plus, the NAA offers an excellent array
of professionally developed brochures and marketing materials at a fraction of what they'd cost you to produce.

II
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The archives of the National Arborist
Association, plus old records from the
Ohio chapter of the International Society
of Arboriculture should confirm the above

Charles Ritz
Karl Kuemmerling, Inc.
Massillon. Ohio

claims I make in behalf of Mr.

Letters should be addressed to:
Tree Care Industry, Editor

Kuemmerling. His family and many
friends would like to see him given his
de ,~e rv cd reco gniltI 011.
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P. 0. Box 1094
NH 03031
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Our comprehensive, cost
effective, proven training for your
tree workers...
• Reduces liability risk
• Improves productivity
• Upgrades worker skills
• Meets safety requirements
Since 1985, ACRT has trained
more than 10,000 tree workers
nationwide. With just the right
blend of classroom teaching and
field experience, we'll have your
new workers ready to climb and
your experienced workers ready
for promotions or certification ir
a week or less.
Basic and advanced arborist
courses are taught at our headquarters each month. We can
also customize specific job skilis
courses for your requirements.
Write, phone or fax for rates,
course dates and openings.

The BRUSH BR TM
LAND CLEARING, UTILITY AREA CLEARING

A
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I
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/
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INDUSTRY
BRUSH & TREE
REMOVAL
IMPLEMENT

•

The ACRT Institute
of Arboriculture &
Urban Forestry
P.O. Box 219
Kent, OH 44240-0219
800-622-2562
Fax: 216-673-3205

AEW*
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Pulls out up to 4" diameter trees/roots.
Manufactured adjustable to fit most loaders in three sizes.
Rugged all steel construction for years of vigorous troube-free use.

Distributed by Tudor & Jones, Inc.
Since 1906
Rt. 31, P0 Box 170, Weedsport, NY 13166
800-962-6649, (NY) 315-834-6696
Please circle 46 on the Reader Service Card

Do You Meet D.O.T Requirements?
By Brian Barnard
Federal Department of Transportation
(DOT) regulations affect every tree firm,
particularly those who transport pesticides
listed as hazardous materials. Each driver
must carry proper documentation, including a Shipping Paper, Material Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS) and label information. It
is also important to carry an Emergency
Response Guidebook for information on
cleanup if a chemical spill occurs. Special marking may also be required when
transporting certain hazardous materials.
If your firm transports hazardous materials across state lines, or transports
hazardous materials above the product's
Reportable Quantity (RQ), DOT requirements will directly affect your operations.
Always check state regulations as well.
Federal DOT information is published
in the Code of Federal Regulations. Title
49 CFR addresses transportation requirements. Section 17 1. 101 of the manual lists
Hazardous Materials that must he included on shipping papers.

materials are properly classified, described, packaged, marked and labeled.
and are in proper condition for transportation according to the applicable
regulations of the Department of Transportation." The shipping paper should be
signed and dated and include your company name, address and phone number.
The shipping name must be clearly
identified if the product is a hazardous
material. This can be done by adding a
column titled "HM" to note with an X if
the product listed on the table is a hazardous material. Other options include
marking with a bright color or listing all
hazardous materials first, with other transported products listed last.
Perhaps the best source of information
on requirements for transporting a material is the manufacturer, particularly
when determining the Packing Group
number. The Packing Group was previ-

ously listed as an "ORM" classification.
New DOT regulations have changed the
Packing Group to Classes I, II. or III. If
the current Packing Group classification
is not listed on the MSDS sheet, contact
the manufacturer.

Vehicle marking
DOT refers to all containers as "packaging" and includes containers from
manufacturers as well as any containers
that you use to transport materials, such
as tanks, sprayers and bottles.
Materials in bulk packaging require
vehicle marking. If it contains a hazardous material, or hazardous substance
above the RQ. bulk packaging must be
marked with panels, placards or displays.
These items cannot be "homemade." If
you are not familiar with them, contact a
transportation supply house.

/IIEL'ND CS-3 000

Shipping papers
A Shipping Paper simply describes any
hazardous materials transported on a particular vehicle, and it must be carried on
that vehicle. You must obtain and earn
the MSDS for each product your firm
transports. The MSDS contains the information needed to complete the shipping
paper.
Shipping papers must include in this
order, the proper Shipping Name: Hazard
Class; the product's ID number: Packing
Group; and Total Quantity carried in either weight or volume. Other information
required includes the CHEMTREC emergency number and a statement such as:
"This is to certify that the above-named

Universal Edge Sharpener

ALL NEW. WITH MORE
POWER, LESS WEIGHT!

000
Echo
Chain Saw
Powerful 30 cc
engine-wiroghs just

f Purge-equtpped

i

carburetor provides
e as y starling
ge fuel capa c i ty for
longer run torrie
reduction
E Vibration
system for more use(

Reg
12
14
16

Sale

he universal Edge Sriaroener
ne crea
fool for sharpening and deburrrg edges
The newly-developed holder is smple and
uncomplicated to use. Its handynp Prevents
slipping and injury. Use of the dole teeth
width is possible by the special damping
mechanism. File blades are easuy exchange-

219.99
229.99
239.99

purchase of
eg. $19.00

Call For Our

Fax 24 Hours
916/944-4487

FREE Catalog

We Ship UPS
MC / VISA accepled

WESTERN TREE & LANDSCAPE SUPPLY

Hoes'. N-F

730.iM-6P*U

dial 1-800-94-ARBOR (27267)
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Bulk packaging is any packaging,n i cluding a transport vehicle or freight
container, that meets specific criteria.
Contact DOT for further information.

DOT identification numbers
If a vehicle crosses state lines, and has
a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of
10,001 or more pounds, or transports hazardous materials in bulk packaging, you
must post DOT numbers on the vehicle.
Such vehicles must also have the company
name, city. state and DOT number clearly

Your Source
ForQuality
Big' Tree
Removal
Eqiuipmerit.

displayed, typically on the cab. Obtain
DOT numbers free of charge from Federal Highways Administration, Office of
Motor Carrier Operations, 400 7th St.,
SW, Washington, DC 20590. Phone: 202366-1795. Ask for form MCS-150.
Contact suppliers and distributors for
DOT information. Remember, however,
that they are not responsible for you. For
labels, placards, and other items, contact:

J.J. Keller & Associates
3003 W. Breezewood Lane
Box 368
Neenah, WI 54957-0368
800-327-6868

Portions of this article excerpted with
permission from Pest Management magazine, published by the National Pest
Control Association, Dunn Loring, Va..
Brian Barnard is the Government Affairs specialist for the National Arborist
Association.

Labelmaster
5724 North Pulaski Road
Chicago, Il 60646-6797
800-621-5808

AN OUNCE
OF PREVENTION

TCI

A FEW DROPS DAILY IN WATER OR JUICE

Oral —
401 vy®

PREVENTS THE

FIERY ITCH"

"

OF POISON IVY
OAK AND SUMAC
$12.50 for 6 Months Protection
Wholesale Discounts

1-800-553-6778

YOUR COMFORT — EVERYONE'S SAFETY
ORAL IVY, INC. 104 GUY'S LANE BLOOMSBURG, PA 17815
Please circle 31 on the Reader Service Card

SYSTEMIC TREE CARE
Acecap® & Medicap® 'closed system" systemic tree care
products feature micro-encapsulated implants of insecticide
fertilizer or micro-nutrients
placed inside the tree. Systemic insecticide is targeted only to specific tree
"Non-restricted" insect'
cide, one-step applicatiot
.t
-TD
no container disposal
.....
Mini-tree implants suitable
'
CA
for smaller trees in enclosed areas where
spraying may b
objectionable.. -

Arbr Care Equipment Gcmpariy
1650 West ()ak1d Park B1d.
Fm-t Ludcrdah, Fkz-ida 33311

800 • 626• 6886
305.735.6887
Please circle 6 on the Reader Service Card
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Implants available in
100-Paks or 300-Paks.

V
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CREATIVE SALES, INC.
P.O. Box 501, Fremont, NE 68025

Phone: 800-759-7739
Please circle 51 on the Reader Service Card

What Makes A Good Leader?
By Richard G. Ensman Jr.
Organizational theorists have put for ward countless concepts of leadership
over the years. Most of these theorists
stress the importance of a particular cluster of professional qualities, such as the
ability to organize work effectively, or the
ability to motivate subordinates.
True leadership, however, demands
strong and vibrant personal qualities that
set forth high ideals and mobilize others
toward action. A number of those qualities - from A to Z - follow. Ask yourself
whether these characteristics of authentic leadership can describe you.
Active - A true leader is oriented toward action and is constantly trying to
make things happen.
Bold - A leader is never afraid to try
new things and is usually eager to strike
out in new directions.
Challenging - A leader challenges
other people to acquire new knowledge.
to try out new ways of doing things.
Dedicated - A leader exemplifies the
kind of dedication he/she wants to see in
others by practicing it.

not accomplish everything that needs to
be done alone, and always shows thanks
for the efforts of co-workers and staff.
Humble - However successful a leader
may appear. he/she knows that much of
that success and good fortune is due to
others and is generous in giving them
credit.
Innovative - A leader is willing to be
somewhat of a creative risk taker. While
recognizing the importance of careful
study and planning, he/she is willing to
take novel approaches to the job at hand
and encourages this trait in others.

to keep his/her desk, agenda and mind
clear and is able to keep tasks and responsibilities in their proper order and devote
just the right amount of attention to each.
Persistent - Things may not always
happen quite the way a leader wants, but
he/she exhibits tenacity and keeps people
moving toward important goals - even
when they seem elusive.
Quiet - A leader doesn't need to be the
center of attention and is usually willing
to let others take center stage and bask in
the limelight.

Just - A leader looks at all sides of an
issue before making a decision, tries to
be fair to those around him/her and encourages the pursuit of fairness in others.

Relaxed - A leader knows how to enjoy himself on and off the job, and how
to build and maintain a comfortable but
goal-oriented atmosphere in the workplace.

Knowledgeable - While not an expert
in all things. a leader demonstrates mastery over crucial skills and is willing and
eager to share that knowledge.

Sensitive - A good leader is acutely
conscious of the thoughts. concerns and
fears of others and accommodates them
in conversation and actions.

Listener - A leader listens and knows
he/she learns through other people and is
always anxious to hear what they're thinking and feeling.

Thoughtful - A leader is always thinking - about competitors, about new
business strategies. about new work methods, about the future - and inspires
forward-looking thinking in others.

Enthusiastic - A good leader is usually
buoyant and builds a sense of excitement,
adventure even.

Masterful - A good leader is a good
strategist and knows how to systematically deploy physical and human
resources to get the best results for all.

Frank - A leader is candid, honest and
above board: quick to offer sincere praise
to others and to offer honest, firm criticism - along with a willingness to help when things go wrong.

Neighborly - A leader acts as a good
neighbor to others, is willing to work with
others in a genuine spirit of cooperation
and eager to engage in joint projects and
undertakings.

Versatile - A good leader practices a
variety of skills and is quick to apply his/
her talents to emerging problems and challenges.

Grateful - A leader knows he/she can-

Organized - A true leader knows how

Winner - A leader strives for excel-

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MARCH 1994

Understanding - A leader knows that
others don't always perceive things the
same way yet makes an effort to learn and
appreciate different viewpoints.
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lence in all things. He/she wants to do the
best job possible - and inspires others to
do the same.
Young at heart - A leader possesses a
willingness to learn new things, to explore, to test. And while wanting to put
new ideas to use, he/she is not afraid to
fail once in a while.

new challenge and is quick to infect others with the same upbeat spirit,

weeks ahead to acquire and practice the
skills of genuine leadership?
TO

So, how many of these traits can describe you? More important, how many
opportunities can you find in the days and

Richard G. Ensman Jr. is a freelance
author based in Rochester, New York,
specializing in business topics.

ARE YOU A NATURAL?
SUCCESSFUL, DYNAMIC AND GROWING
TREE & SHRUB CARE COMPANY IS
EXPANDING ITS SALES FORCE
IN NY, NJ & CT

Zestful - There's an exuberance, even
a child-like eagerness in the heart and soul
of a true leader. He/she happily anticipates the start of each new day and each

We

onth training program as well

as a piusesssoittli

and
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COMPLETE TREE AND SHRUB CARE, NATURALLY

sesourcesut IIlarKeu[lg

support team, an outstanding compensation package plus a wide range cf benefits including:

-------------------------

I

Qualified/Trainee, minimum guarantee of $30K annually
Arborists with experience, minimum guarantee of $40K annually

te' LANDSCAPING

Generous Performance Bonus • Car & Insurance Allowaice
.401(k) Plan • Medical Benefits • Relocation Allowance

Easily & Quickly
AT HOME,

Interested individuals should send or fax a resume to our Humas Resources Dept.
360 Adams Street, Bedford Hills, NY 10507 Fax: (914) 66-5843
We are an equal opportunity employer by choice.
Please circle 37 on the Reader Service Card

•_
• FOR PLEASURE - Please your family with a
professionally, landscaped yard. Assist your friends
•and community in landscaping prqects.
•
FOR PROFIT— Prepare for tremendous
money-making opportunities for trained men and
women in the landscaping field. You may quickly
ll learn - at home - how to become a landscaping 1
authority, landscape contractor, landscape nurs- u
eryman, garden consultant, landscaping lecturer
or designer.
Start your own profitable business or get a good
paying position. Excellent full and part time money-u
making opportunities. Dloma awarded. FREE 1
$

BROCHURE. No obligation, no sesman.
Acct,lsd M.mho tUbons Home Study Cowscil

The Best Is Even Better!
The NEW more rugged GFX Super Split has the exclusive production
table level with the top of the 'I' beam and heavier tubular front and
rear legs. They are now included in all models - just another reason
to break the hydraulic habit and start getting more firewood in a lot
less time!
Three (3) full cords an
hour. Designed as a tough
machine, that makes more
profit for you.

L$s4Ime Career Schools, Dept. TA0134
101 HarrIson Sb..t, Archbald, PA 18403

To find out more call, write or fax:

Please send mes FREE copy of your brochure,
"How 10 Learn Modern Landscaping for Profit or Pleasure."

GFX
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Flower Arranng C Bookeepe'rg 0 small Baroness Management
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CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-326-9221
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CORPORATION
200 Recreation Park Drive
Hingham, MA 02043-4220
(617) 740-0350
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Fax (617) 740-0355
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Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies
Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer

I
I

a complete line of top quality tree pruning poles and
equipment for the professional as well as the
amateur who wants a quality made tool.
For years we have made a limited line of pruner
poles for the large industrial users, and we feel that
if we can satisfy these customers on a nationwide
k; s4t ,., ,.,,

anyone else.

'

We have a variety of poles including white ash in
solid lengths; and also six foot sectional poles with
lightweight aluminum couplers. There is also
available a line of non conductive sectional, or full
length fiberglass poles for the electrical contractors.
Included you will find a complete price list and
order form for all pruner poles and equipment.

Available in threaded or clip type couplers.

PEAVEY
MANUFACTURING Co.
P.O. Box 129 East Eddington, Maine 04428
(207) 843-7861 - 843-6778 - FAX 12071843-5005

Sl Saw Head

Please circle 32 on the Reader Service Card
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WEED CONTROL IN TREES
I. Black plastic is no longer recommended to prevent weed growth around
tree and shrub plantings in wet soils because
it prevents evaporation of excess soil
moisture which can promote root and canker rots caused by fungal pathogens.
it can depress oxygen levels in the
soil and increase potentially toxic levels
of carbon dioxide concentrations in lower
soil layers.
it can cause a superficially shallow
root system which is then more prone to
freeze damage to feeder roots.
All of the above.
2. Disadvantages of using landscape fabrics include:
aesthetically unpleasing when left
uncovered with some type of decorative
mulch.
no nutrient benefits derived from decomposition like organic mulch
(woodchips, leaves, etc.).
when covered with more than an inch
or two of fine organic mulch, weeds can
become established on top of the mulch.
many perennial weeds and grasses
can grow right up through the fabrics.
All of the above.
3. Organic mulch should not be placed
against the trunks of trees or excessive
moisture can promote root rot and cankers, inadequate root crown tissue
hardening and rodent girdling.
True
False
4. One of the best methods for reducing
weed competition around trees is to
spray a wide-spectrum herbicide to
kill all the weeds, rototill to a 6 inch depth
and apply 4 inches of organic mulch.
apply 2 4 inches of mulch right over
the weeds followed by herbicidal spraying or wicking of weeds that come up
through the mulch with a systemic herbicide.
use a string trimmer (weed whacker)
to whip the weeds to death making sure
you do not injure the bark on the tree or
shrub.
-

5. When selecting a chemical control for
weeds, it is imperative to
identify the weed and research its life
cycle so you can select the most effective
herbicide and apply it during the targeted
plant's most susceptible growth stage.
find out if that chemical is registered
in your state, is registered for use on that
crop, and labeled to kill your specific
weed problem.
select a wide spectrum herbicide that
will kill almost every type of weed problem you run across.
select an herbicide that does not have
a foul odor or complaints are sure to follow.
A and B
6. Environmentally speaking, herbicides
that have short residual are the preferred
type if they will control the weeds that are
giving you problems.
True
False
7. Knowledge of lateral root spread of
specific tree and shrub species is critical
when applying many herbicides or 'weedand-feed" fertilizers because the roots
may extend outward two to three times

the radius of the crown and absorb the
chemical applied by the uneducated applicator.
True
False
8. One of the best techniques for controlling weeds in a lawn under an established
tree's canopy is to
adjust the turf mowing height, fertilization, watering and core aeration
regime to promote a thick, dense turf so
the weeds do not have a place to grow.
spray a labeled weed killer when
wind speeds are lowest and relative humidity is highest.
lightly rototill or scarify the soil and
reseed the area with a shade tolerant grass
species or variety.
Mechanically remove the weeds by
hand to prevent potential herbicide uptake.
9. To get the best weed control when using geotextile landscape fabrics, research
suggests
a. applying the fabric over a weed-free
environment and possibly applying a preemergence herbicide before fabric
installation.

MORE THAN
A LITTLE
PRQESSIONAL.
11~

ECS320: LOADED WITH PRO
FEATURES AND JUST 8.2 LBS.
Ideal for tree top use. the lightweight, vet powerful Tanaka
,

.-

Ø

ECS- 320 is a necessity for trimming services and maintenance
crews. Its top-mounted handle offers easy maneuverabilit y anywhere.
Chain brake and anti-vibe floating engine provide for safe, comfortable
ration. Plus, an automatic, gear-driven chain oiler and long-life engine
components--identical to those in our larger saws--ensure trouble free Tu
performance, season after season. If you're after more than
a little performance in a small saw, see your nearest Tanaka
dealer or call us at (206) 481-2000.
-

ianama
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using fabrics that are verY porous
with a high percentage of open space.
keeping geotextiles evenly covered
at all times to prevent photodegradation
by the sun and for better appearance.
None of the above.
A and C
10. The difference between effective weed
control using pre-emergence herbicides
and post-emergent herbicides is that preemergent herbicides must be applied
before the weed has germinated and postemergent herbicides are applied after the

weed is up and growing.
True
False
11. Amine formulations of herbicides are
generally better weed control products
than corresponding ester products because
they tend to penetrate into the leaf tissue
better. Amines are, however, slightly
volatile which can cause injury to nontarget susceptible plants.
True
False

NOW One Pruner which will work with 4
Either Open- or Closed-Center
Hydraulic Systems
...

Limb-Lopper TM
Model 48200 Utility Pruner

The only one of its kind ... FIELD CONVERTIBLE in a
matter of seconds, its ing the exclusive Super Sl eeve T1.

• Cuts up to 2-inch limbs
• Power return for smooth operation
• Durable, lightweight fiberglass construction
• Seven feet long for extra reach
• Easy blade adjustment - no disassembly
The 48200 Utility Pruner can be found working for utility
crews ... commercial tree trimmers and arborists ... park
maintenance crews ... municipal forestry departments ... on
golf courses ... and in cemeteries ... wherever reliable

trimming performance is important.
Put the Greenlee Fairmont Limb-LopperT' 4 Pruner to work
for you! It is one of many hard working hydraulic utility
tools available from Greenlee Fairmont distributors
throughout the country. Call 800-432-4564 for the
name of the distributor nearest you.
GREENLEE FAIRMONT
Greenlee Textron Inc. / Subsidiary of Textron Inc.
507 Downtown Plaza, Fairmont MN 56031 USA
800/432-4564 • 507/238-4357
1994 Greenlee Fairmont Teetron Inc.
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12. Symptoms of over-mulching include
abnormally small leaves
chiorotic foliage often resembling
iron deficiency
leaf margin necrosis
all of the above
A and B
13. Research has shown that turfgrass can
reduce the amount of tree roots present
by % or more in the top few inches
of soil.
30
50
70
90
14. Mulch has been shown to nearly
tree growth and should generally
be applied inches deep with coarser
textured mulches applied a little deeper,
especially in well drained soils.
triple, 4-6
double, 1-2
triple, 2-4
double, 2-4
15. One of the best and least expensive
weed control techniques for trees involves
applying wood chip mulch over as much
of a tree's root system as you can.
True
False
20. Most experts agree that to prevent
mulches from harboring rodents which
girdle trees and shrubs, the mulch should
not be placed closer than
1-2 inches to the base of woody
plants.
3-5 inches to the base of woody
plants.
8-10 inches to the base of woody
plants.
10-20 inches to the base of woody
plants.
21. When organic materials are used as a
mulch, especially with a fine particle size,
nitrogen may need to be added to prevent
nitrogen deficiency in the plants, especially if the organic materials are not
composted.
True
False
22. Continual application of the same
mulch type can create eventual changes
in soil acidity and alkalinity, thereby affecting nutrient uptake and plant health.

5O'p8G

POWERFUL CONTROL,
PERFECTLY P
For years, Fungo has met your
needs for effective control of key
turf and ornamental diseases.
Now Fungo is in water
soluble bags, responding to
your demands for safety and ease
of use.
And Fungo WSB is an ideal
replacement for Benlate. Its active
ingredient, Thiophanate-Methyl,
is a direct substitute.
Thanks to its systemic
action, a single application of

FungoWSB provides up to 14
days of control of major turf and
ornamental diseases, including
Brown Patch, Summer Patch,
Necrotic Ring Spot, Red Thread,
Dollar Spot,
Diplodia, and
Anthracnose.
And Fungo
WSB is very versasadie. It's labeled
for use on major turf varieties
along with spray applications for

roses, shade trees and woody
ornamentals. You can also use it
as a drench on annuals and
perennials.
Get Fungo WSB from your
Scotts distributor today.
Or call us toll-free at
1-800-492-8255.
Fungo in water
soluble bags— the
perfect package
for controlling
disease.

Note: Fungo WSB is not yet registered for sale in California. —
C,1994 The Scotts Company. \1 arvsvtlle. Ohio 43041 Fungo is a registered trademark of The Scotts Company.
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Organic mulches should therefore be rotated and soil pH measurements :aken
periodically to prevent this.
True
False
19. Many experts agree that it is best to
delay applications of mulch in the spring
until the ground has warmed enough to
promote root growth.
True
False
20. When determining final mulch depth,

It is imperative to know the underlying
soil texture and drainage characteristics
of the site. Otherwise you may be applying too thick of a mulch layer on wet
clays, or not enough mulch on excessively
well drained sandy sites.

21. Research has suggested that landscape
fabrics and geotextiles not be used in areas where plants will need to be moved

ANNOUNCiNG.... The Best Teeth and Chipper Knives.
one source for "American Made" Teeth and Brush Chipper Knives from two leading manufacturers in the
tree care industry, LEONAR1I - SIMONDS. Leonardi Teeth, a leader in the tree care industry is distributing
Simonds knives. Now, stump teeth and chipper knives that help you take a big bite out of the competition.

Now there is

LE

c'

1'

c,,

Teeth,

Phyton

True
False

No matter how
large your stump
or limb our teeth
and knives can
handle them.

QP

M
Cl

Since 1945

Since 1832
QPQ0
Qp
WA

Bactericide & Fungicide
No Residue

VP

EL1'~V:0"L"Limb-finator

Your one source for
Knives and Teeth:

CALL:
1-800-537-2552

NEW
SPRAY USES

We accept Visa, Master Card and
American Express

EONARDI

Diplodia Tip Blight
on Pine

LEONARD! MFG. CO . INC.,. 2728 ERIE DRIVE

Fireblight (Erwinia)

•

WEEDSPORT, N.Y. 13166 (315) 834-6611
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and Apple Scab on
Rosaceae Woody
Omamentals
such as Crabapple

5tizj

Call 1 800 ELM TREE
FAX or write for
PHYTON-278 Spray Use Guidelines
and PHYTON-50TM Technical Report

..5'HIJlJORP

-

885 Harmon Ave. - P.O. Box 23322
Columbus, Ohio 43223

Phone: 614-228-6793
1 800 288 0992
-

TRUCK BODY & EQUIPMENT CO.

Model B4120

-

-

-

10' Long

SOURCE TECHNOLOGY
BIOLOGICALS, INC.
3355 Hiawatha Ave. Suite 222
Minneapolis, MN 55406
FAX (612) 724-1642

1881

Promotes Faster Closure
of Tree Wounds

Phyton

"

50

ARSORIST

Shown here with Power-Liftgate
Featuring: All galvanneal construction including understructure, corrugated
sides, front & roof increase strength, inside & underbody undercoated, swingaway tailgate. Tool & thru box with double panel doors & slam action paddle
locks, high security locking bars & 4 swivel rope hooks. Class C/20 hoist,
reinforced underride protection with pintel hook, 6 way trailer plug & top
mount ladder & pruner storage.

PLANT WOUND PASTE
Please circle 41 on the Reader Serx ice Card
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periodically unless you plan to replace the
plant in the same hole you cut into the
fabric. More holes mean more weeds.
a. True
h. False
22. The ultimate choice ot a weed coiltrol strategy should he based on the
following:
What material is best for the plant.
Weed spectrum present and alternate
controls.
Permanence of plantings and cost.
Aesthetics and requested/desired
mulch types.
All of the above

ANSWER KEY
d
e
a
b
e
a
a
a
e. according to research by Dr. Bonnie
Appleton
a
b: Ester formulations are considered
more effective than amines but are more
volatile so beware of spray drift when
using esters.
e, according to Dr. Francis Gouin.
University of Maryland
d. according to research at the Morton
Arboretum by Dr. Gary Watson
d, research by Watson and others
a. especially with trees prone to stress
b
a, numerous researchers
a
a
20.a
a; Research by Drs. Bonnie Appleton
and Jeff Derr.
e
This test was compiled by Chris Car/son,
a professor and director of Horticulture
Technology at Kent State University, Salent, Ohio, campus.
Reference to commercial products or
trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination is intended and
no endorsement by Kent State University,
Tree Care Industry Magazine or the National Arborist Association is implied.
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Tee F I
als know "down-time"
'IWJJ1
costs imoney - TW1!;IiL
more
into the
I month.
•
Low maintenance,
life, dependable service, and now 60- foot working height is
yours with the VERSALIFT VO-55! Here's your chance to ge)
the best aerial device available at a down-to-earth price.
Standard features include continuous rotation, start/stop, full
pressure 1
controls and more.
your next aerial lift!

Write, call or tax
for a ouick nuote

TIME
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General J.H. Binford Peay Ill, vice chief of staff, United States Army, addresses the morning assembly of arborists.

Arborists DonateA Gjft To The American People And To The Environment
Three hundred tree care professionals
from 85 companies participated in "National Arborist Day, a Gift lo the
American People" at Arlington National
Cemetery on October 16. The event,

I

sponsored by the National Arborist Association (NAA), provided an estimated
$250,000 worth of environmentally sound
tree care services to many of the trees at
Arlington, one of the nation's most dis-

_

Arborists line up their vehicles on a major Arlington thoroughfare in preparation for the
day's activities.
22
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tinguished landmarks.
"National Arborist Day, A Gift to the
American People" was part of an ongoing effort by the members of NAA. Their
goals are to improve the environment by
providing professional tree care services,
and to draw attention to the importance
of trees. The NAA sponsored similar
events at Ellis Island and Liberty Island
in New York, and Independence Hall in
Philadelphia.
With a dedicated but small staff of professional arborists to care for 14,000 trees,
officials at Arlington were very appreciative of the effort.
NAA firms from Maine to Florida and
as far west as California and Colorado
travelled to Arlington Cemetery, located
just across the Potomac River from downtown Washington, D.C. Arborists climbed
and otherwise tended to trees ranging in
height from 20 feet to over 80 feet. Trees
were pruned, fertilized and cabled. This
care adds to a tree's life, preserves its

'p

,p
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TREE CLIMBING
IS FOR TRAINED
PROFESSIONALS

If you can't get to it safely you can't prune it or otherwise work in a tree.
NAA's video orientation to ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CLIMBING provides:

..- c...

• Essential information on the ropes, snaps, carabiners and saddles
used.
• Basic instruction in the knots required for tree climbing.
I lk

• Various climbing techniques used for ascending into and working
in trees
All of the appropriate elements of the ANSI Z133-1994 are included.
NAA's video training programs make actual on the job training much
easier. After viewing an NAA video a trainee can go into the held with basic
background information. Repetitive viewing of NAA's video training program re-enforces the training provided in actual work situations.
Attendance sheets provided with this program allow an employer to easily
document employee training which meets OSHA requirements. Tests are
also provided to measure employee comprehension.
To order the ROPES, KNOTS & TREE CLIMBING video program please fill
out the order form on page 37 or call the National Arborist Association
Hotline at 1-800-733-2622.

The National Arborist Association
P.O. Box 1094, Amherst NH 03031

Phone 1-800-733-2622 Fax 603-672-2613

ONLY ONE PRODUCT IS

SSSENTIALM

VIP

100% Organic, 100% Natural, 100% True Solution

DRGANIC MATTER
MANAGE ME NYTM
d\
/c

co
matter to become the
next generation of food
source for new plant
gronh and microbial
activity. Now your problems
multiply and manifest themselves
in inferior soil structure, no
microbial activity and poor plant
nutrition. Conventional fertilizers
cannot solve this dilemma.

Social practices that
demand a manicured
lawn or post card perfect
'
fairway have made many
a happy golfer, but have put
excessive stress on the
environment. We have disrupted
the natural decomposition cycle
of organic matter that slowly,
methodically breaks down plant

Essential contains the
highest percentage of
active humic acid
along with cellulose
fiber. Essential alters
the physical property
of soil, restructuring
and reducing
compaction. Essential
improves cation
exchange, and its
natural wetting agent
upgrades soil
permeability.

Essential's plan
' of attack.

-
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Essential is a unique
blend of carbon rich
ingredients providing
all the major and minor
constituents present in
the biodegradation of
plant and animal matter.
lhis increases organic
matter in the soil and
encourages microbial
activity,

Essential contains
simple and complex
forms of proteins,
carbohydrates, sugars,
amino acids, enzymes,
and root stimulators to
enhance plant growth,
vitality and stress
resistance.

GROWTH PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 1259, White Plains, NY 10602

IP.FOR THE '94 TECHNICAL CATALOG
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beauty and enables it to increase its contribution to the environment.
The trees most in need of attention were
chosen by event coordinators to receive
care.
The NAA identified 15 work zones at
Arlington. These zones included the
graves of two presidents, William Howard
Taft and John Fitzgerald Kennedy, as well
as the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
More than 230,000 people are buried in
Arlington's 612 acres.
Representatives from NAA were with
each team of volunteers at the zones to
explain the importance of tree care to the
more than 10,000 visitors who walked
through the cemetery that day. The event
was free and open to the public.
The benefits from increased tree care
and maintenance are extensive and vital
in creating a healthier environment. Consider the positive effect that mature trees
have on global climate change, energy use
and other environmental factors.
In a year, one healthy 50-year-old sugar
maple can remove up to 120 times the
amount of carbon from the atmosphere as
a 10-year-old tree. In general, most trees
begin to remove and store significant
amounts of carbon when they are 20 to
30 years old. Dying and declining trees
may actually release more carbon into the
atmosphere than they remove in a growing season.
"We are honored to have participated
in this important event at Arlington National Cemetery because there is no other
landmark that is more important or means
more to the entire nation," explained Robert Felix, executive vice president of the
NAA. "The benefit to the environment
from a project such as this is truly invaluable."
The National Arborist Association is a
non-profit organization. Its members are
committed to educating the public about
the environmental benefits of tree care
through public service events such as
National Arborist Day. For further information, call the NAA at 1-800-733-2622.
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March 9
ILCA Safety & Risk
Management Seminar
The Clinton Health Care Program
Holiday Inn O'Hare
Chicago, Ill.
Contact: Patricia Cassady, 708-932-8443

March 15
ILCA Plant Identification Seminar
Deciduous Plants in Winter Condition
Chicago Botanic Garden
Chicago, Ill.
Contact: Julie Nicoll, 708-932-8443

STLW
2500-4

Carlto

MODEL 2500-4 -

25 HP Kohler Command. Model 2500-4
couples Carltons legendary quality and cutting ability with the added stability of four
wheels. Complete Hydraulic Control including Steering dnd Propulsion • Narrow 35"
Width • Counterbalance Valves for Precise Control • Freewheel Valve • Polychain GT
Drive • 1" Thick Cutter Wheel • lmron Paint • Heavy Duty Construction.
h.

-

March 19
ILCA Landscape Equipment Auction
Powers Auction Service
Crystal Lake, Ill.
Contact: Julie Nicoll, 708-932-8443

March 23-24
MFPA Winter Meeting
Holiday Inn South
Convention Center
Lansing, Mich.
Contact: 517-482-5530

MODEL 3500 - 35HP WISCONSIN GAS ENGINE.

At just $10,995.
Carlton Model 3500 brings together quality and price. This entry level tow-behind
incorporates many of the features found on Carlton's larger models • Counterbalance
Valves • Hardened Bushings • Replaceable Rod Ends • EZ Lube Spindles • lmron Paint
• Optional Remote Control.

May 12-15
ISA/Western Chapter
Annual Conference and Trade Show
LaPosada Resort
Scottsdale, Ariz.
Contact: 602-955-5315

June 5-7
Tree City USA National Conference
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Ctr.
Nebraska City. Neb.
Contact: National Arbor Day Foundation,
402-474-5655

November 17-19
TCI Expo '94
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia, Pa.
Contact: 800-733-2622

I

ssmo

ft

MODEL 6800 - 68 HP DEUTZ TURBO DIESEL.

Car/ton Model 6800
combines power and cutting dimensions that no other grinder can match. Not to
mention the quality of construction • 2" Outboard Bearing • Self Purging Roller Bearings • Hardened Bushings • Replaceable Rod Ends • Counterbalance Valves • 1 112"
Thick Cutter Wheel • EZ Lube Spindles • Dupon lmron Paint • Optional Remote Control.
Car/ton manufactures a complete line of stump grinders from 20 to 106 HP
all backed by Car/ton's Limited One Year Warranty. CALL TODAY.

Carito

PROFESSIONAL
STUMP GRINDERS

JP Carlton Company Div. DAF, Inc.

121 John Dodd Road
Spartanburg, SC 29303
803-578-9335 800.243-9335
FAX 803-578-0210
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Pruning And PR
Gustin's started a public relations campaign.
Gustin's invited the board members of
the Kenwood Community Association
and county inspectors, including their
supervisor. Guy Turenne, to a meeting at
the job site in late September. The work
was to follow National Arborist Association standards for Class I pruning. The
poor condition of the trees dictated that
Gustin's leave as much foliage as possible
to help keep them alive and not to remove
any limbs that contributed to the overall
canopy unless they were dangerous. This
was difficult to explain to the board members. since many of the limbs were
severely decayed and, according to Class
1 specs, should be removed.
Turenne explained the county specs for
elevations over the roads, cleanup, etc.,
and I recommended that Theodore
Libbey, Kenwood's board president, send
a newsletter to residents explaining exactly what was to he done. I also
recommended that we meet again after a
block of trees had been pruned. In this
way, everyone was given a chance to inspect and critique what was to be done.
After the second meeting, all were
pleased with the results and a spirit of co-

By Burton Smeltzer
In September 1992, the Montgomery
County Department of Transportation
authorized Gustin Gardens Tree Service,
Inc., to proceed with a pruning contract
that called for pruning more than 1000
flowering cherry street trees in the exclusive Kenwood section of Chevy Chase,
Maryland.
The trees are mostly Yoshino cherry,
Prunus vedoensis, the same species that
attracts tourists to Washington, D.C., ev ery April. At least 75% of the trees are in
a state of general decline and are overmature. Many are over 60 feet tall and 50
feet in canopy spread. The diameters on
the multi-trunk trees measure 36 to 48
inches. These cherries are considered
huge by any standard.
The trees had not been pruned for at
least 10 years, partly because of their condition and partly because of the many
complaints Kenwood residents made to
the D.O.T. after the previous pruning.
Even in a state of decline, these trees
far surpass the beauty of the famous flowering cherries in the nation's capital.
Knowing the condition of the trees and
the temperament of the residents.
J \
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Pruning these huge cherry trees in the Kenwood section of Chevy Chase, Maryland, presented quite a challenge for Gustin Gardens Tree Service.
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operation replaced the initial uneasiness.
Averaging approximately two days a
week with a crew of five men and one supervisor, Gustin's finished the last cherry
tree on December 31, 1992. The majority
of residents complimented the work and
were pleased to see the trees being pruned
properly. And when the job was done, Dot
Brewer, Montgomery County arborist,
gave Gustin's an excellent rating for the
overall contract.
Gustin Gardens foreman. Mark Gor don, and crew members Tim Rightenour,
Jamie Smith, George Gregg, and Dave
Moldover were especially pleased to receive a letter commending the work from
their inspector, Lou Cutsail.
I recommended that the cherry trees be
fed simultaneously with the pruning to
maintain their remaining health and vigor.
Doggett's 12-24-24 Fall Formula was
chosen because it contained a slow-release nitrogen material that would break
down slowly and not produce excessive
growth to stress declining root systems.
Care was taken not to inject the material
too deeply since most of the remaining
roots were close to the surface. The for mulation was also chosen because of its
ability to stimulate new root growth vital
to declining root systems. With a low
soluble salt rating of 30, the Doggett Fall
Formula would not burn new root tissue
or dry out existing roots when used with
adequate soil moisture.
10

Burton Sineltzer is a certified arborist
and supervised the Ken wood project.
Gustin Gardens Tree Service, Inc. was
tounded in 1946 by Ray Gustin Jr., a giant in the tree care industry who passed
away in 1990. The eighth and most current edition of the Council of Tree and
Landscape Appraiser's Guide for Plant
Appraisal, is dedicated to him. Scott
Shullenbarger, Ray Gustin 's grandson, is
now president and manages the
companv.Reference to commercial prod ucts does not constitute an endorsement
by TCI magazine.

Each year gypsy moths defoliate hundreds of
thousands of acres of trees. In residential areas. Big
cities. Small towns. National parks. And state parks.
But the trees can be saved.
I

Spray programs that include
Dimiliw insect growth regulator have
been highly effective in controlling
tree-damaging gypsy moth larvae.

Save the

I

tre

What's more, Dimilin is a target specific
material. Beneficial insects such as predators and
bees aren't affected by the spray. And it's kind to
the environment, too.
This year use Dimilin in
yoür gypsy moth control
I
INSECT GROWTH REGULATOR
program And save the trees.
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ISA Western Chapter Plans Unique Conference Format
Meeting formats tend to be the same
where ever you go. To appeal to and attract the broadest audience possible,
innovative meeting planning is a must,
The Western Chapter International Society of Arboriculture is trying something
different at its 61st annual conference;
intensity, diversity and variety.
The meeting will be held May 1.2-15 at
La Posada Red Lion Resort, Scottsdale,
Arizona There are educational cptions
which will provide as intense an experience as attendees want and at a variety of
levels,
Dr. Alex Shigo will present a special,
full day, pre-conference seminar entitled
"A Systems Approach To Tree Management
Noted legal authority, Victor Merullo,
will provide a two hour work shop on
"Arboriculture and the Law." In addition
there will be 15 information-packed seminars on a variety of current, pertinent

arboricultural topics. Well known speakers such as Roger Funk., Tom Smiley, Bob
Tate, Ted Stamen, Bob Felix, John Britton,
and a host of others will make the presentations.
Another special offering this year is a
2-day workshop designed specifically for
treeworkers. The workshop will cover
climbing, roping and rigging, presented
by Bob Phillips, Ken Palmer and Bob
Weber, all well known authorities. Peter
Gerstenberger, Safety Director of the
National Arborist Association, will
present an electrical hazards and trees
session. Participating vendors will present
a large equipment maintenance program.
Dr. Dallas Demmitt. formerly a consultant with the Phoenix Suns will present
a special seminar entitled, "Communication Skills That Reduce Stress and
Enhance Relationships".
There is more. Each evening there will
be a panel discussion using that day's

speakers.
For registration and hotel information.
call WC/ISA conference headquarters at
602-955-5315. Book early and take advantage of Southwest Airlines 2-for-1
airfare. Travel reservations can be made
with Carol Brown of Carlson Travel at
800-524-2630. (Be sure to mention WC/
ISA conference.)
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Front wheels
turn in allowing
the KAN-DU to
go through a
30" gate.

Compact enough to get into tight spaces,
big enough to take on any size stump

You KAN-DU large or uprooted stumps
• Designed by tree men for tree men.
• Self propelled - Fast walk travel speed.
• Except for cutting wheel, ali work done with hydraulics - including steering.
• Cuts over 30° above ground & 24" below ground.
• Excellent stability for going over curbs, steps, & sidehills.

• Powerful 24 H.P. engine.
• Will out perform all grinders on the market today in all around grinding.

Don't say you can't, say you KAN-DU!
28
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The Doggett Corporation, the tree fertilizer
company, has formulated a new powdered
water-soluble concentrate for liquid injection into the root areas of trees and shrubs.
It consists of humic acid, kelp, fish protein,
chelated micronutrients, with an all-natural wetting agent. This product may be
applied by itself or as an enhancement to a
regular fertilizer application. Mixing rates
of fertilizers may be reduced when used in
combination with this new product. The
Doggett Corporation, Lebanon, NJ 08833.
Phone: 800-448-1862.

Highway Products introduces a 5th wheel
tool box designed for the new 1994 Dodge
pickup. The aluminum tool box features a
single, reinforced, brite diamond plate lid
and brite diamond plate face along with a
stainless steel folding T handle latch and
lock mechanism. One spacious sliding tray
with removable dividers is included as standard equipment. Options include an interior
light, spray can rack and extra tool trays.
Highway Products, Inc., 6241 Crater Lake
Hwy., Central Point, OR 97502. Phone: 800TOOL-BOX, 800-866-5269. FAX:
503-826-3551; 503-826-3607.

The Mat Factory introduces Safety Deck II,
the innovative interlocking safety mat system designed for child safety and grass
retention. Safety Deck Il's specially designed non-slip surface and impact
absorbent understructure ensure maximum protection underfoot for children at
play. Safety Deck II is excellent for grass
retention as it enhances and promotes
grass growth in high foot traffic areas while
also enhancing drainage efficiency. Mat
Factory, 760 W. 16th Street, Suite E, Costa
Mesa, CA 92627. Phone: 714-645-3122; 800628-7626. FAX: 714-645-0966.
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INDUSTRIES, INC.
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"gltc T ody ud"
A COMPLETE LINE OF FORESTRY BODIES & CHASSIS CABS

1840 East Dixon Boulevard Shelby, North Carolina 28150

1-800-331-7655
704-482-1477
FAX: 704-482-2015
ASOI$1
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HELP WANTED
We are a full service arboriculture firm with

offices in the Midwest and the East Coast. With
our continued expansion, we are seeking qualified arborists for production, plant health care
and sales positions within our company. We
consider safety, quality, production and communication to be the foundations of proper tree

care. If you believe the same and wish to make
arboriculture a career, we would like to hear
from you. Send your resume with salary history to Carol Demski, do The Care of Trees,
Inc., 2371 S. Foster Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090.
Phone: 708-394-4220.

highly motivated and experienced individual
able to work in all phases of tree/shrub care.
Excellent compensation and benefits. Send or
fax resume to A & A Tree Experts, Inc., 7081
Milford Industrial Road, Pikesville, MD 212086098. FAX: 410-486-1812.

Established Maryland company looking for
a hands-on salesperson? manager? who is a

Outside sales position opening - Please

NurRITAK'16-8-8
5 Year* Nutrition Packet
Get the shade you need 10 to 25% faster!

J

-

I

Feeds trees, shrubs, roses, plants

• Environmentally safe—no runoff or leaching into groundwater
• No mixing, measuring, burning, waste
• Nutri-Pak is easily applied to new or established plantings. Next
to roots, nutrients are slowly released through unique patented
rnicropore delivery system.
'Lasts 3 years in areas with year-round growing season

GAML

Call for free in formation!

J,TERNATIONAL.INC.
17 Forest Ave, Fond du Lao. WI 54935
414-922-6717
FAX 414-922-0148

1-800-383-8059

P0 Box 2000. Wash!rrton. DC 20013
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ANDY'S TRUCK CENTER, INC.
West Palm Beach, FL
Airport Pickup -- We deliver throughout the U.S.

For the
Big Job!!!

80'
REACH

- THIS MONTh'S FEATURE TRUCK 1977 Paystar 50001 with 75' Reach-All (Insulated)
3208 CAT, Tandem, Flat Deck, Nice Condition, P.O.R.
• 1-1986 Ford F-700 DSL with LR-50 Altec with Chip Dump
• 1-1983 Ford F-800 DSL with LR-50 Altec with Chip Dump
• 1-1986 GMC 7000 with 52' Hi-Ranger. Chip Dump
• 1-1987 GMC 6000 with new L-Shape Chip Dump
• 1-1989 Chevy C-70 with new 14" Chip Dump
• 1-1988 Asplundgh Eager Beaver Diesel Disc Chipper Cummins DSL
• 2-1982 Ford-GMC Top kick DSL with 55' Elliot Platform lift buckets.
Call or fax us for spec's and prices

(407) 965-6666 or fax (407) 965-6844
30
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send resume or contact us at Western Tree &
Landscape Supply. Sales position includes
aerial trucks, chippers, stump grinders, small
arborist and landscape tools. do Mike Hutnick,
7627 Fair Oaks Blvd., Carmichael, CA 95608.
Phone: 916-944-4439. FAX: 916-944-4487.
Large established full service tree company
in the Baltimore metropolitan area looking for
an assertive person, preferably with B.S. or
Assoc. Degree in Arboriculture or related field.
Year-round work with generous medical and
pension plan to work with spray and fertilization programs with future in sales and
management. Salary negotiable depending on
experience. Send resume with salary history
to Carroll Tree Service, 19 East Sudbrook La.,
Baltimore, MD 21208. All resumes held in confidence.
Arborists, field representatives, climbers,
technicians. Ira Wickes Arbonists, one of the
oldest and most respected companies in the
business, is looking for high-quality people to
help us continue to grow. Excellent compensation, benefits, incentives. Please send
resume or contact us at Ira Wickes Arborists,
11 McNamara Road, Spring Valley, NY 10977.
Phone: 914-354-3400.
Experienced climber/foreman wanted to

manage crew. We are a fast growing, quality
oriented company in the Chicago North Shore.
Minimum 3 years experience, CDL and selfmotivation required. Excellent compensation
and benefits available. Please send resume
and contact The Kinnucan Company, 28877
North Nagel Court, Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Phone:
708-234-5327.
Attn. professional tree persons: Tired of the

cold? Palm Beach County's tree health professionals are looking for motivated,
knowledgeable people. If you are thinking of
moving to SE Florida, give us a call. CDL a
plus. DFWP 407-968-1045.

Climber/foreman/sales rep/mechanic/spray
tech: Well-established, quality oriented, full
service tree company seeks career minded
self-starters who are team players. Ideal applicant is well-rounded and able to perform a
combination of above tasks. Enjoy steady,

WHEN YOU MAKE THEio.LST TOOLS,

IT'S HARD TO MAKE THEM BETTER WITHOUT

MAIKING THEM MORE COMPLICATED. BUT WE'VE DONE IT
alloy steel milled to our specifications. This
For 1994, every Corona professional grade
change, combined with refinements in our
pruning tool has been improved. Simply.
heat treating, puts blades in your hand that cut
Take our new precision-machined pivot bolt
cleaner and hold an edge longer.
design, for instance. For 60 years we've emWithout changing our tools basic, proven
ployed a reverse-threaded
designs, we've streamlined and strengthened
machine bolt and lock nut.
Simple, reliable, but requir- wvvv'vvyvv-yyyyy our forgings. And we're
/ spending more time
ing two wrenches and a
LIFITIM/
polishing metal parts to
little dexterity to adjust.
give
them greater rust
Our new design is selfWARRANTY
resistance
and to make them
seating, self-aligning and
V
7
easier to clean and disinfect.
right-threaded. It won't
On the service side, we've
work
loose.
And
it
makes
Self-aligning
simplified
our model numberblade
changing
in
the
field
pivot bolt
ing and figured out a way to lower prices on
a one-tool, one-minute job.
replacement parts.
We've also switched to barrel nuts in place
All of this is pretty basic stuff, we admit. No
of machine screws for mounting the hirdgimmicks.
Nothing complicated.
wood handles on our toppers and
f Olt
But that's what you'd expect of Corona.
hedge shears. They protect the
el
We're simply doing what we started out doing
threads and make changing
60 years ago. Listening to you, the people
handles easier. And we've gone
who earn a living with pruning tools. Then
to more comfortable, textured
non-slip grips on our hand tools.
designing, engineering and forging rugged,
All of our forgings are now
American-made tools that cut clean, hold an
edge and outlast others by far.
of CoroniumTM a new, higher
/
Put our latest generation of tools to the test.
If you like them, tell others. If you think they
need improvement, tell us. To do so, or for the
name of your nearest Corona dealer, call

1-800-234-2547.
Ma
15-0 East Sixth, P.O. Box 1388, Corona, CA 91 - 18-1388
A Harrow Company
Please circle 12 on the Reader Service Card

© 1994 Corona Clipper

"NEW" Tree Saddle
with Harness

#FP747-7E:DT

year-round work, pleasant working Climate and
splendid beach community. Send resume with
salary history/requirements to Arbor Tree Experts, Inc., 1440 Southern Blvd., Virginia
Beach, VA 23454 Phone: 804-425-1995. Attn:
Garry.

1978, built on team work. Mail resume and
salary requirements to Bill Hodges, 5796 Western Way, Lake Worth, FL 33463, or call
800-932-7267.

City forester - Responsible position supervising the planting, care, and maintenance of over
500,000 trees on municipal streets, boulevards,
parks, and related areas. Requires an accredited bachelor's degree with major course work
in urban forestry or forestry and three years
professional experience in urban forestry including one year in a supervisory capacity. Must
have or be able to obtain, upon employment,
a valid Missouri Commercial Driver's License
and Ornamental and Turf Pesticide Applicator's
license. Nonresidents, if appointed, must es-

Colorado-based full service tree company
needs staff horticulturist with mm. 3 yrs. exp. &
B.A. Send resumes to TCI, Box 5, P.O. Box
1094, Amherst, NH 03031.

Tree company in south Florida looking for

Bashlin Tree Saddle

motivated, qualified arbonst with CDL & mm. 2
yrs. exp. Top climber with foreman capabilities most desirable. Professionally aggressive.
Year-round work, well established co. since

(IEIOXM

#636

FG., 16005 Delmar

The
Affordable
Portables

P.O. Box 6
Lowell, IN 46356

(219) 696-1440

Models with
183 20, 22 & 25
HP Kohler engines

BOOTS BY
AMERICAN SAFETY

"Special Financing
Available"

#7

30" stump removed
12" deep 9 minutes

#719
10"
SAFETY FEATURES

• Guards on belts.
• Full control, positive balance, visual contact of work.
• Both wheels automatically lock when working machine.
• When disengaging cutter, cutter stops and does not free wheel.

Tree Saw

Please circle 17 on the Reader Ser ice Card

Saw Case #624

The Difference Between
Good And Gone
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS
FOR TREES
*More Profits

#3062C

• Needed Service
• You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment
I Door Opener And Sales Closer

• Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects
•Minimum Investment
• Send For Free Tree Kit

•VHS.How To Install Tree
Systems($1 4.95)

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION
COMPANY, INC.

AMERICAN SAFETY UTILITY CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1740
SHELBY, NC 28151

1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET
GOSHEN, INDIANA 46526

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-438-6013
(0

32

(219)533-4116

Call for Master Catalog
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Ornamental and Turf Pesticide Applicators license. Nonresidents, if appointed, must
establish residency within the city limits of Kansas City, Missouri. Salary range $1,722 to
$2,986 per month plus excellent employee
benefits. Apply by April 8, 1994 to Personnel
Department, 12th Floor, City Hall, Kansas City,
Missouri 64106. EOE/MF/D

tablish residency within the city limits of Kansas City, Missouri. Salary range of $2,660 to
$4,582 per month plus excellent employee
benefits. Apply by April 8, 1994 to Personnel
Department, 12th Floor, City Hall, Kansas City,
Missouri 64106. EOEIMF/D
Forester Position available assisting the City
Forester in the care and maintenance of trees
on city streets and public grounds. Requires
an accredited bachelors degree in forestry or
closely related field. Relevant forestry experience may be substituted on a yearly basis in
lieu of the degree requirement. Prior supervisory experience preferred. Must have or be
able to obtain, upon employment, a valid Missouri Commercial Driver's License and
-

c7
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-

#1218

1218

$69.95

ALWAYS
WEAR
YOUR

501 Hopper
mahc Tires

-(--

.

t I

Glove Bag

Earthway

SPRAYERS

I Each - Nylon Bag. Goggles,
Dust Pan & Broom. 21b. Soak-up.
Nitrite gloves and 2 Each - 24" x
18" pillows, 48" x 3" Dikes

#E218-C-RB

#1870

Pruning dept. manager Swingle Tree Co.,
a Denver tradition since 1947, is looking for the
right individual to manage our pruning dept.
operations. Successful candidate will have 5
yrs mm. experience pruning shade trees &
ornamental shrubs. Related degree helpful.
Responsibilities include assuring of quality,
safety & profitability. Creative leadership re-

BACKPACK

Sp

--

Tool Board

C1

TRUCK & SKID SPRAYERS

BOOTS

1/2" Safety Blue or True-Blue .......... $ .66 per ft.
1/2" Tree Line OF .................................59 per ft.
1/2" Tree Line orArbor-Plex .................55 per ft. INCLUDES
5/8" 12 Strand Bull Rope ......................84 per ft.
50 GALLON TANK
3/4" 12 Strand Bull Rope ...................1.10 per ft.
ALUMINUM FRAME
7/8" 12 Strand Bull Rope ................... 1.96 per ft.
Steel Toe
12V 4.5 GPM PUMP
5 1 8" Stable Braid ...............................1.07 per ft.
6" Lace-up $17.95
253/8 HOSE
3/4" Stable Braid ...............................1.37 per ft.
15" Snugleg $21.50
POLY SPRAY GUN
7/8" Stable Braid ...............................1.98 per ft.
15 PVC
$13.95

PRUNER

:

Tool Bucket

HOSE

_______

____

I le.li

Replacea bl e Blade

______
t"!z-!!

33 (1 ii

'

the Rc,ijci

nrri IL['

/

___

N

vrzn~ Caw

#5115
Kuriyama
518
vc $1.09/n.

tee

up-you're
used to making
smart choices...

50

--

• #708

I /1

SAFMASON

$16.00

LOVE8

.. -

$14995

$69.95

H ig h Qua li ty

Glove
Protector

Rubber
Gloves

feet

Oval Tool Bucket
with Inside Pockets

but the time to have made the smartest
choice is before you climb. Yale's XTC

f
I

"

braided Tree Ropes are engineered for
safety, performance and reliability.
Sample our quality-then choose. Call
207-774-9253 / Fax 800-255-9253 (toll
f ree ) or write for free samples and

xqr C

ROPES FOR EXPERT TREE CARE

'YALE CORDAGE
100 Fore Street, Portland, Maine 04101

C."

#44-160
Oval Tool Bucket
with Outside Pockets
AMERICAN SAFETY UTILITY CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1740
SHELBY, NC 28151

A

CALL TOLL
C

FREE

1-800-438-6013
Call for Master Catalog
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garding motivation of crews, evaluation of techniques & equipment is essential. This is a
leadership position with full management responsibilities. Swingle will provide a drug free,
entrepreneurial work environment where performance is rewarded and mediocrity is
removed. At your disposal will be the newest
equipment and the best arbotists in the region.
Compensation includes base salary, perfor mance bonus, health, dental, disability
insurance, & pension plan. Send resume, ref erences & salary requirements to Swingle Tree
Company, 8585 E. Warren Ave., Denver, CO
80231, Attn: Mr. Greene.
We are a growing, well established Chicago area, full service tree care
company which appreciates its employees and
offers good pay and benefits package as well
as steady work. If you have rope anc saddle
experience in trimming shade and ornamental
trees we would like to talk to you. If yoL, have a
CDL drivers license, this is a plus. Our employees take pride in their work. Contact us today.
B. Haney & Sons Inc., 3344 Lincoln Street,
Franklin Park, IL 60131 Phone: 708-678-7809.
Tree trimmers

-

Sales & production management. Medium
sized company with loyal client base in central
NY looking for energetic, self-motivated, ambitious arborist to work in sales and manage

production. Profit sharing and ownership position possible. applicant must possess a strong
arboricultural background. Send resume &
salary history to Cascadilla Tree Care, Inc., 877
Bostwick Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850. Phone: 607272-5447.
Horticare Professional Landscape & Tree

Service is hiring certified arborists, crew leaders and bucket truck operators with proven
experience in arboriculture. Excellent career
opportunities and benefits for arbonsts who are
self-motivated, safety oriented team players
and believe in the highest quality standards of
customer satisfaction. Degree in horticulture,
forestry or arboriculture and pesticide certification a plus. Come live and work in the
beautiful Smokey Mountains of Asheville, NC.
Send resume to Darrell Schneider. P.O. Box
1373, Candler, NC 28715. Phone: 704-6675601.

Searching for the right employee? Time for
a new position? Florapersonnel is in its sec-

ond decade serving the key employment needs
of the tree care industry, all aspects of ornamental horticulture and allied trades.
Confidential. Florapersonnel, Inc., 2180 W.
State Rd. 434, Suite 6152, Longwood, FL
32779-5013. Phone: 407-682-5151. FAX: 407682-2318.

FOR SALE
Aerial bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, Asplundh,

Skyworker most major brands 40' to 95'.
Also, brush chippers, stump grinders, tree
spades, log loaders and Rayco stump cutters.
Parts of aerial buckets. Allied Utility Equipment,
Inc., W. 204 North 11509 Goldendale Road,
Germantown, WI 53022. Phone: 414-2556161.
-

-

Hardware and software, by an arbonst for the
arborist. For more information about the
industry's best selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston Road,
Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 203-226-4335.
1988 L-8000 Ford tandem w/240 hp Ford dieSe!, 16 front, 44 rears, set back front axle.

Allison automatic trans., mounted w/Big John
AA90 tree spade in excellent condition. Best
offer. Phone: 407-968-1045.
Brush chippers, stump grinders, shredders,
mulchers, log splitters, new, used and reconditioned, small, med., and large capacities.
Financing available. Cal-Line Equipment Co.,
Livermore, CA. Phone: 510-443-6432.
Bucket trucks. Hi-Ranger, 65, 57', 50'.
Skyworkers with chip boxes. Asplundh bucket

I =,~,

SSING EQUlPlF\T
FT TO FiLl. '11 OR \FFI F'.
)\\

\FR
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F ii - 1101 1 ) l1() IF

FREE CONVEYORS!
LIMITED QUANTITIES • LIMITED TIME

Call for details!
SAVE $1000s ON AN M106
8
• One-year engine ana pump warranty, six montns
on all other parts and labor
• Easily towed by half-ton pick-up—gross weight
with live deck approximately 4900 lbs.
• Sets up in 15-20 minutes
• All-hydraulic operation gives hands-on cantrol of
all functions
• 45 HP Ford gas engine, or Kubota diesel

L't

x 't

xL

cyiiuuer

OF! iONS:

• 18 tons of splitting force
• Autocycles in 8 seconds
• Four-way slip-on hydraulic wedge
• 15-gal. gas tank
• 30-gal. hydraulic reservoir
• 12' feed trough
• 25" saw bar

• 15' (10' standard) motorized "live deck" hydraulically moves
logs from the deck into the trough
• Dual axles on live deck version
• Slip-on six-way wedge
• Autostop system: Automatically stops the feed trough chain
by use of a limited switch, thereby stopping logs for cutting
at preset lengths

Economical. Compact. Productive. State of the art.
NO COMPARABLE UNIT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!
.A\l) FlIES DF\10\TRATIO\ \[DFI)
Dlcwlitsmps AvAn...ILE

CALL FOR FERbER l\F0R\IA10'c

EAST Hin MANUFACTURING CORP.
166

SPRUCE

Smssr, P.O. Box 6265,

RL-rL&Nn, VER.MONT
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trucks with chip boxes. Asplundh brush chippers. Bean 55-gal sprayers. Pete Mainka
Enterprises, 633 Cecilia Drive, Peqaukee, WI
53072. Phone: 800-597-8283.

$42,000-$59,000; (2) Skyworkers: 83 GMC
70, $34,500, 50 rear mount, 4X4, $18,500;
(6) chippers, 5 diesel Asplundhs, $5600$11,800, 1 - 1200 B/B, $16,800, 1 - C-14
Trelan, $28,500; (2) log loaders, 1985 Brig. w/
Prentice 120 (10 wheeler) & log body, $36,500,
1988 F-90 on 6-wheeler, $22,800; (3)
stumpers: 1 Vermeer 665-B, new, 0 hrs.,
$16,800; 1 Rayco DXH1675, 250 hrs.,
$19,800; 1 mini chief & trailer, $5800. Call 508256-0341, 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Jr. stump cutter with 12 hrs; 1988 12-inch
Morbark disk chipper, gas, in great condition.
Contact 618-377-5176.
ArborWare software lets you control virtually

1983 Vermeer TS-84 tree spade mounted on

1978 GMC Brigadier 6-V92 turbo Detroit with
9-speed Road Ranger trans. Good working
condition, $25,000. Conserv-A-Tree, Long Island. 516-271-2998.

Looking for a used chipper or stumper? Call
the Midwest's chipper/stumper supermarket.
Nearly all makes & models. Some in great
shape and some not. Alexander Equipment
Co., 1050 N. DuPage, Lombard, IL 60148.
Phone: 708-268-0100.

unlimited customer transactions. Estimates &
proposals, work tickets, routing, invoicing &
statements, accounts receivable, IPM, inventories, and more. Includes tree/shrub,
chemical, disease & pest libraries. Mouse support, LookUp & Help Windows, CAD type
landscape designer. Reports for all of your financial, management and marketing
decisions, DOA reporting, graphs, client history and more. Solid backing by the combined
commitment of working arbonsts and computer
experts. Phone: 800-49-ARBOR

Skyworker- Largest new parts inventory, used
equipment inventory, major service facility in
U.S. Phone: 706-376-3192. FAX: 706-3766701.
1981 Teco Saturn 50, aerial bucket, 57 W.H.

Ford 370 gas. 5+2, aluminum chip box, white
paint, utility owned, well maintained. Looks and
runs great. $22,000 or B.O. Phone: 203-7485763.

Various equipment available -72 Chevy chip
1987 Vermeer 555A stump grinder, 830

hours, pro teeth, $8500. Phone: 708-798-3145.
1986 Vermeer 60 tree spade mounted on

truck. $4500; 68 Chevy chip truck, $1500; 92
Toro disk chipper, $5000; misc. Steel saws,
spinner/breaker, chain sharpener, etc. Call 908658-4794.

91 & 92 Vermeer 8000 tree spades, excellent

1986 (gas) GMC 6000, low mileage, low hours,
ready for work, $25,000; skid mounted Bowie
hydromulcher, 1100 gallons, spare pump,
hoses and accessories included, excellent
condition, $6000; 6-ton Hudson tilt trailer, excellent condition, $2000. Phone: 516-734-5569.

knuckleboom, 50,000 miles, excellent condition, $25,000. Vermeer 630 A stump grinder,
low hrs., $4500. Call 904-623-3456; 904-6261937.

1993 68-hp diesel hydrostatic Rayco stump
cutter with 50 hrs.; 1993 1620 Rayco Super

93,

condition, $42,000 & $47,000. Other tree
spades and pod trailers available. Phone: 612455-1020.

87 18-ft. Isuzu dump with Prentice 90

1987 Brush Bandit chipper, Model 100, Ford
motor, many options, many new parts, asking
$6500. Call Ira Wickes Arbonsts. Phone: 914354-3400.

Surplus equipment. (4) VO-50 Versalifts, 88-

all

diesels

w/forestry

pkgs.,

ENJOY SUPER PROFITS
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RG1665AC DIESEL

RG1O6 DIESEL/EXTRA HEAVY DUTY

T175 HYDRA-STUMPER

SUPE
iRCUTTERSTM bYRAYCO

"THE STUMP CUTTER PEOPLE"

4255 UNCOLN WAY EAST WOOSTER, OHIO 44691
PHONE TOLL-FREE: (800) 392-2686 NATIONWIDE AND CANADA
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TIMIIS
MONEY

Non-productive time eats into profits. Lost time accide ts ccs
plenty in lower productivity and increased insurance pr mium
Take charge of productivit and lost time prevention , vith th
NEW TAILGATE MFET'V PROGRAM from the Mationa .
Arborist Association.

I

MA's NEW TAILGATE P!OGRAM
• Helps you provide a saer workplace.
• Helps you comply with federal regulations for emplDyee.
training.
• Can help you reduce your insurance costs..
TAILGATE is friendly to you employees. It provides them wit
comprehensive, easy-to-understand accident prevention raining
TAILGATE is presented verbally with the use of visual aids an
illustrations. Its forty lessons can be presented in any orde , giving
your employees the information they need, when they n it
TAILGATE is friendly to the tree care manager, too. Employers
recognize the advantages of OJT training. TAILGATE er hance
OJT with lessons that take as little as 20 minutes to administer.
Plus, it provides the benefits ol handouts, tests and documentation.

0

The NEW TAILGATE PROGRAM is based on the ANSI Z133-1994
Safety Standard. Best of all, :)ne program can be used for any
number of employees, and repeated as often as necessa
To order please fill out the rder form on page 37 or all the
National Arborist Associatii Hotline at 1-800-733-262 2.

The National rborist Association
P.O. Box 1094,1 Amherst NH 03031
Phone 1-800-733-2622 Fax 603-672-2613

I

shift, dump box, factory overhauled 1989,
$25,000. Phone: 513-236-9962, Marlow Tree
Co.

$29/qt treats 16 trees. Postpaid. Information
and instructions free. Pin Oak Specialist, 7310
North 39th Terrace, Omaha, NE 68112. Phone:
402-455-9384.

Bucket trucks with chip boxes: 1986 Aerial

Classified ad rates: $50 per inch ($45 for NM

81 Hi-Ranger, 52 PBRI, F-700, 370 V8, split

Lift on Ford 700, gas, $35,000; 1977 Skyworker
on Ford 600 gas, $20,000. Recently rebuilt and
new steel knuckles. These buckets have been
completely maintained by lic. shops. Inspected
by Aerial Lift, Inc. Phone: 413-624-8862.

members), (1-inch minimum), payable in ad vance, due the 20th of the month two months
prior to publication. Send ad and payment to:
Tree Care Industry
P.O. Box 1094
Amherst, NH 03031

SOURCE TECHNOLOGY
i BIOLOGICALS,
INC.

NY 83 Ford F-350 D/R NTM 2wd; 77 F350 D/

R 4-spd, std., 2wd, dump; 74 F250 A/TM 2wd.
Indust. Wayne Chipper V8 16-in blades, chain
saws & log splitter & misc. equip. All for cost of
$18,875. Call for photos. 914-426-1217.

PHYTON-2P Injection Systern with New Micro-Injection
Alternative, uses 1/8" tees &

tubing Costs S200
Complete truck packages for sale or rent at

PHYTON 27 Bactericide and
Fungicide costs about S12-S15

highly competitive prices, ready for quick delivery. Chip trucks and bucket trucks featuring
galvanneal steel bodies on Ford diesel chassis-cabs. MIRK, Inc. Phone: 216-669-2000.

-er injection, takes 1-3 hours, and

?,sts 3+ years. Real world efficacy
against Dutch Elm disease since
1984. And now spray for Diplodia
and fire blight.

FMC tree sprayer, Tandem axles, 200-gal
tank, 2 hose reels, Wisconsin engine, bean
pump (30 gpm, 700 PSI). $3800. Phone: 519945-4385 (res. after 6 p.m., 519-969-5451).

PHYTON-50' Plant Wound Paste, naturally promotes
faster closure. 3 or more 10-oz. cans for S575 ea.

Source Technology Biologicals, Inc.
1986 GMC 7000 w/48-ft. Hi-Ranger, flat deck,

3355 Hiawatha Ave. #222, Minneapolis, MN 55406

cab guard, tool boxes, tool lines, $19,000.
Phone: 519-945-4385 (res. after 6 p.m., 519969-5451).

Phone: 1-800-ELM-TREE (356-8733)

Fax: 612-724-1642

Please circle 42 on the Reader Scr\ ice Card

1987 Finn 2500 gallon hydroseeder. John

------------Order Form - - - -

Deere diesel engine, hydraulic control, 200'
hose and reel, mounted on 1982 Mack 10
wheeler, 300 six-speed low hole transmission,
Homelite pump. Ready to work. Excellent condition. Call 508-897-7244.

Please use this form to order Ropes, Knots & Tree Climbing and/or Tailgate Safety.
Mail this form and payment to: National Arborist Association, The Meeting Place
Mall, Route 10, P.O. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094.

Used equipment: (1) 1985 Model 100 Brush

Bandit w/Ford CSG-649, 119-hp gas engine;
(2) 1986 Model 200+ Brush Bandits w/John
Deere diesel engine; (1) 1989 Mighty Brush
Bandit w,Wisconsin 30-hp gas engine; (1) 1992
Mighty II Brush Bandit w/Kohler 23-hp gas
engine; (1) 1991 Model 1200 Brush Bandit w/
Cummins 177-hp diesel engine; (3) 1986
Morbark Eeger Beevers w/Cummins 4BTA,
76-hp diesel engine; (3)1987 Morbark Eeger
Beevers w/Cummins 4BTA, 76-hp diesel engine; (1) 1986 Morbark Super Beever wI
Caterpillar 3208, 250-hp diesel engine; (2)
1988 Vermeer 1250s w/Perkins 80-hp diesel
engine; (1) 1989 Vermeer 1250w/Perkins 80hp diesel engine; (1) 1988 Precision Model 23
(23" diameter capacity) chipper w/Caterpillar
3412, 650-hp diesel engine and knuckleboom
loader. For further information, contact Bandit
Industries, Inc., 6750 Millbrook Road, Remus
MI 49340. Phone: 517-561-2270.FAX: 517561-2273.
Chlorosis tree medicine. 100% effective in

oaks, many deciduous trees, 10-minute application. Guaranteed for iron chlorosis. Sample.

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED:

$

Company Name:
Name

of

Individual Ordering:

Title: ____________________________________ Phone:
Address:
City:

Zip:

State

0 MasterCard 0 Visa Card Number:

Exp.

Date:

Signature:

The National Arborist Association
P0. Box 1094, Amherst, NH 03031-1094
Fax (603)672-2613

Phone 1(800)733-2622
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Pruning In 'The Big Apple'
By David Spier
"David, I have a tree for you." It was
Justine, a good client, on the phone.
"Good," I replied. "Where is it"
"Manhattan," she said.
I'm a "country boy." I plow my gar den with a team of mules and, at night,
dump as much hayseed as chain saw dust
out of my boots. Still. I took the job.
Her brother John owned a building in
Manhattan and needed more sunlight on
his garden. I explained to him on the
phone that thinning a Norway maple was
only temporary; it would fill in again.
"Good," he said. "Then you'll have to
come back more often."
I took the train into the city. carrying
the minimum equipment: a hand saw, my
0-11 "tree saw," a couple of 100-foot
lengths of Arborplex and a saddle.
John met my cab at 105th Street, and
then took me to Manhattan Avenue.
There was a line of Norway maples, ginkgos and London planes - an oasis on a
concrete desert.
"I planted these," he said. "I just started
busting concrete and planting. They
caught me and made me move some of
them." Twenty years later a lovely green
space was testimony to his efforts.
His apartment was in a block of decaying brownstones, many of which were
being renovated.
The Norway maple was easy. I had
only to climb four flights of stairs to the
roof and toss a rope to "crotch in." On the
third floor a door was ajar and I saw an
ornate shrine, brightly lit, with an enormous statue of Buddha. "I'll have to ask
John about this," I thought.
As I worked in the tree, windows
popped open and smiling faces of every
age and color appeared. Apparently tree
pruning wasn't a common sight.
Next was the takedown, a good-sized
Ailanthus. I crashed the crown in handling-sized pieces, but then I had a

problem - 35 feet of smooth trunk to be
shortened and no spurs. Luckily I remembered my old Davey foreman, John
Morgan, showing me how to make rope
stirrups (basically, any kind of hitch
around the trunk with loops for your feet).
When the tree was "whittled down" to
fit "prone" in the backyard. I realized I
had no felling wedges and no place to
hitch a pull rope. Just then a lovely young
Puerto Rican woman emerged from a
doorway and asked: "Where is that tree
going to fall?"
"Right here," I replied, handing her the
pull rope.
Later, her father-in-law, an ancient Filipino, helped cut up the brush with a
machete. He told me this was how lawns
were mowed in his native province.
John persuaded several neighbors to
have their trees pruned so I stayed a second day. Then the rains came. I was
soaked and uncomfortable when John offered me food or drink. I opted for tea.
"I don't have any tea, but I'll ask Mr.

Ishi Bashi. He's a Japanese Buddhist
monk."
That explained the shrine. Soon a smiling man appeared with a cup of tea on a
silver tray. I felt quite honored.
Later, John escorted me to the bus stop.
"I promised my sister I wouldn't let you
get mugged in the city." he laughed.
Those hay seeds must have been showing.
Ta
David Spier owns and operates David
Spier Tree Care in Stuyvesant Falls, New
York.
Do you have a story for From the
Field? TCI will pay $100 for published
articles. Submissions become the property
of TC'J and are subject to editing for grammar, style and length. Entries must
include the name of a company and a contact person or the will not be considered
for publication. Articles and photos must
be received by the first day of the month
for the following month's issue.

Grind
Waste Wood
into Compost
The Haybuster HD8 Big
Bite Industrial Grinder is
ideal for grinding tree
limbs up to 6 inches in
diameter and waste wood
into compost, landscape
mulch, wood fuel or other
organic products.

1111$T
flI
Manufacturin,nc.
P.O. Box 1940
Jamestown, ND 58402-1940
Phone: 701-252-4601 • FAX: 701-252-0502

The HD8 is easily pulled with a
%-ton pickup. Load with any skid
steer loader. Powered by 100 hp
diesel with 26-inch hammermill.
Eight-foot tub makes it easy to
feed tree limbs and wood debris.
Ten-foot and twelve-foot tubs are
also available.
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AMERICAN ARBORIST SUPPLIES

You Win
with
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Arbon*st
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Nato!
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/
John Kerns Grand Poze Gnnne & N.A.A. Member

Just ask John Kerns, our
Grand Prize Winner!
By ordering from our
catalog you'll be a winner,
too. Here's why:
v It's the most comprehensive arborist
catalog around.
v If we don't have it,
we'll get it for you.
V We stand behind
everything we carry.
"American Arborist
is the only source you'll
ever need".. .Call today for
your copy of our catalog-

just $4-refundable
with your first order!
CALL TOLL FREE

24 hrs/day to place your order:

800-441-8381
Local: 610-430-1214
FAX: 610-430-8560
VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER
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An American Arborist Supplies sponsored article
By: Ron Danise
will be anchored. When lifting
LIFTING WITH
heavy pieces, the pulley is usualRATCHETING TOOLS
ly located at a high point in the

ne of the newer innovations
in the arborist industry is the
ratcheting bollard device. While
everyone has their own variation
on how to best lower a tree or
limb, everyone seems to agree
that the ability to winch a limb
up is the greatest thing in the
world. Many people marvel at the
fact that they can now undercut
pieces and then lift them up and
away from a roof or other structure. Others have used the device
to tighten ropes for lifting limbs
or adjusting tension for speedlines.
Whatever the application,
there are several important facts
one needs to keep in mind. For
instance, if you are attempting to
lift a limb up over a structure,
you should almost always have a
butt line tied on. In most cases a
butt line can help reduce the
potential hazard when a cut limb
jumps around in a tree. The butt
line gives you complete control
when you decide to let the piece
down.
A tag line can be quite handy
to aid in guiding a piece when
working between structures. The
ground crew has control of the
base of the limb and can lead it
away from roofs, gitters, wire,
etc. Wind may play an important
part in the way you decide to
complete a cut and additional
lines may give greater control.
Another serious consideration is that your rigging hardware
and slings are probably stronger
than the points at which they

tree and the load you are trying
to lift may be more than the top
of the tree can handle. Using a
single crotch for lifting can be
dangerous because you can very
easily exert more force on the
block anchor point than the
actual weight of the limb being
lifted. It you have any doubts as
to whether your block anchor
point will hold the load, try to
use several crotches with a long
sling to distribute the load. Also,
play it safe and reduce the size of
the piece being cut.
Keep in mind that the angle
of the pull is just as important as
how much you pull. The leader of
a tree is very strong vertically It
is amazing how much load bearing ability is lost as the angle
widens and the load becomes
horizontal. If you are making a
number of heavy lifts, always
attempt to keep your pulls as
vertical as possible.
Remember, loads in motion
place greater dynamic loads on
everything. That means not only
the tree, but the pulley, the ropes,
and all of the anchor points. If
you use a butt line, it can share
the load and reduce much of the
stress on the small top parts of
the tree.
There is no second chance.
Once you cut a piece off, it's
yours. You can't put it back on
the tree. If there is any doubt
whatsoever, reduce the size of
the piece. Use common sense,
use good judgement, and use
techniques you KNOW work well
in similar situations.

MASTER L)1STR113CTCRS OF HIGH-TECH RIGGING APPARATUS & PRUNING SUPPLIES
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First and only bnish chipper
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:935 Brush chipper

620 Brush chipper

1220 Brush chipper

For more information see your
nearest Vermeer dealer or call
1(800) 829-0051.

Verw,,,..er

Vermeer Manufacturing Company • P.O. Box 200 • Pella, Iowa 50219 U.S.A. • (515) 628-3141
©\ernieer Manufacturing Company, 1993.
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. :z,. SAMSON ROPES — THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE
FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE AND VALUE.
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You demand performance,
he s usmg Pro-Master, a strong
reliability and value from your tools and tough 3-strand bull rope
and rope is certainly
one of the
thatts priced right for any job.
.
Arbonsts most important tools
STABLE BRAID:
A
STRONGER, MORE
At Samson we build the best rope
DUR4BLE BULL ROPE
for the job. Climbing, lifting or
Now Samson i; introducing
lowering, Samson ropes have
something new to the arbonst
been proven the best by the two
industry: Stable Braid. A
toughest critics anywhere:
double braid construction with
the Professional Arbcnst and
e
a e corn ma on o
Father Time.
strength and durability, it's
Smce 1884 Samson has offered
ideallysuitedtoblockand
the highest quality ropes to our
bollard rigging systems
customers. Today, professional
Available with our Samthane
11)?nsts rely on Samson rope for coating, Stable Braid's durability
maximum performance and value.
anci abrasion resistance are
ASKAPRO
unmatchedintheindustry
Askaclimberwho
________
14l[cI1
knowsusandhe'll
___ ___ ___ ___ ___
PRO- STABLE
TRUE- ARBOR- TREEprobably talk about
PLEX MASTER MASTER BRAID
BLUE
True-Biue , our
1/2"
7,000
5,400
7,300
5,800
9,870
5/8"
•
9,000
•
8,200
15,500
premium climbing
_____ _____ _____ ____ ____
3/4"
• 12,000
• 10,800 19,400
rope in a distinctive,
7/8"
•
•
• 15,500 28,400
high-visibility blue.
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lfldllStl3T workhorse, the most
When you want quality tools go
to your professional Arborist
widely used climbing and bull
'V rope. Perhaps he'll mention
supplier and ask for Samson,
Tree-Master, the world's best
we've been here all along with
3-strand climbing line. Or maybe the best ropes you can buy.
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Please call or write for a sample and
the name of the dealer nearest you
SAMSON OCEAN SYSTEMS, INC
2090 Thornton Sin et
Ferndale, Washmgtrn 98248
(206)384-4669
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